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STELLINGEN

1

Met een halfgeleider detector is het mogelijk, de eindpunt energie
van een enkelvoudig beta spectrum zeer nauwkeurig te bepalen.

2

Voor de betrouwbaarheid
spectra
is
de
mate
doorslaggevend.

3

Bij het aanpassen van functies aan experimentele gegevens, waarvoor
een Poison verdeling mag worden verondersteld, leidt het toepassen
van een weegfactor, die omgekeerd evenredig met de wortel uit de
inhoud van het d&tapunt is, tot verkeerde resultaten.

^

Niveauschema's van atoomkernen, die uitsluitend berusten op de
resultaten der gamma spectroskopie, zelfs indien gemeten met
halfgeleider detectoren met hoog scheidend vermogen, zijn slechts
als voorlopig te beschouwen.
104
Er is geen reden om voor de atoom massa van
In een afwijking van
de systematiek te veronderstellen.

5

van
van

de analyse
bekendheid

van samengestelde beta
van de desintegratie

6

Bij vloeibare en vaste edelgas detectoren kan de discrepantie
tussen de theoretische en experimentele waarde van de energie
resolutie worden verklaard door het optreden van recombinatie.

7

Zwaartekracht kan niet eenvoudig worden beschreven door impulsoverdracht bij absorptie van gravitatie deeltjes.

8

In stralingsdetectoren is de aankomst van de gevormde ionisatie op
de electroden vrijwel steeds oninteressant.

9

Voor de bevordering van internationale samenwerking op wetenschappelijk gebied is het treffen van biezondere douane maatregelen
gewenst.

10

Het huidige promotieregelement staat plaatsing van persoonlijke
dankbetuigingen in het proefschrift, niet toe. Dit is vaak onaangenaam, en de reden ervoor is volstrekt onduidelijk.

11

Tegen het hanteren van een refereee systeem bij de beoordeling van
ter publicatie aangeboden artikelen bestaan bezwaren.
Zo is het niet ondenkbaar dat artikelen, die worden verworpen,
fundamenteel nieuwe fysische inzichten bevatten.
Als bij inhoudelijke kritiek op het artikel de referee zich niet
bekend maakt worden elementaire beleefdheidsnormen overtreden.

12

In plaats van maar door te gaan met het plaatsen van stoplichten
zou
men
moeten
streven
naar vermindering van het aantal
kruispunten.

V.R. Bom
Delft, 5-feb-1987
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IX

Layout of the beta detector

On the opposite page a cutaway picture is shown of the beta
detector in the final configuration. The main support cylinder, which
holds the four photomultiplier pipes is 138 mm long and 101 mm in
diameter.
The hyper pure germanium crystal can be seen through the hole in the
front side of the crystal holder a. The crystal is mounted inside the
cryostat hood f, on which the wire chamber b is fixed.
The wire chamber is made of two layers of printed circuit board. In the
boards a cavity is made on the system axis. This cavity is filled with
counter gas and constitutes the sensitive volume.
The cross shaped light guide c is fastened on the printed circuit
board. The scintillator diaphragms are glued into the holes in the
light guide on both sides of the wire chamber.
The photomultiplier tubes (not shown) are inserted through the pipes d,
and are pressed against the light guide by rubber bands.
The sources are produced on a mylar tape which runs into the separator
beam line e.

Not shown are the preamplifier for the wire chamber and the high
voltage filter network, which are incorporated on the printed circuit
board. Also the supply lines for the counter gas and the electrical
signals are omitted.

After the detector has been installed at the beam line, a cap is
brought in place (in the figure from the left). This cap excludes the
penetration of light and at the same time allows a Ge(Li) gamma
detector to be brought close to the source. To insure light tightness
all cracks are sealed with self adhesive tape.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

S _•->•- of the work
In
the

atomic

strong

force

completely
the

nuclei

protons and neutrons are bound together due to

between

separate

an

these

particles.

The

energy

needed

to

atom into its constituent particles is called

binding energy. This energy depends on the number of protons Z and

the number of neutrons N and shows a maximum for a certain ratio of Z/N
for a given number of nucleons N+Z. Nuclei may reach maximal binding by
the

emission

more

common

transformed

of single nucleons or of clusters of nucleons, or by the
process

favourable

of

the
the

beta

decay.

In

this

decay

neutrons

are

into protons or vice versa under the influence of the weak

interaction.

from

of

The
Z/N

reaction products are, besides a nucleus with a more
ratio, beta particles and neutrinos, which are emitted

nucleus and which share the reaction energy. The measurement

beta

difference

energy

spectra therefore is a way to determine the mass

between atoms. This has been the main objective of the work

described in this thesis.
Moreover,
feeding
gamma

of
ray

experimental

the

levels

in

spectroscopic

beta

spectra

yield

information

on the

the daughter nucleus. In combination with

results,

such

data

are

valuable

for the

construction and checking of level schemes.

The
are
of

result

of the work is laid down in a number of papers, which

presented in this thesis. In chapter 2 the design and construction
the

detector

aspects
Carlo

of

the

system

with

described. In chapter 3 some theoretical

data analysis are described, and the results of Monte

simulations

compared

is

of

the

experiments.

summation
Chapter

of
4

annihilation
comprises

measurements of the beta decay energies of

radiation are

the results of the

In.

Some general aspects are discussed in the following paragraphs.

1.2

The B-decay
Around
energy

1920,

levels

presented

a

when

was

the

quantum

mechanical

concept of discreet

well accepted, the continuity of the beta spectrum

serious problem. Moreover, how could electrons be emitted

by a nucleus which didn't contain such particles at all?
In

1931

Pauli proposed a solution by introducing a new particle.

This particle, which was later called the neutrino, shares the reaction
energy
the

with

energy

the
of

electron. Thus, a continuous spectrum is obtained if

only

one

of the particles is measured. In 193^ Fermi

explained the electron emission from the nucleus as a disintegration of
the neutron, according to :

n •» p + e

•v

The

interaction,

the

transition

phenomenological

responsible

for the p-decay, is called weak because

probabilities
theory

of

are

relatively

small.

The

Fermi gives the following formula for the

transition probability :

dW

fi

=

2n»h'c» I <«*!" I =«-> I * PE(E,-E) 1 F(Z.E 0 ) dE

wherein :
dW_.

transition

probability

per unit of time for the emission

of an electron with energy between E and E+dE
E,p

energy and momentum of the electron

E«

total decay energy

<fIHIi> matrix element of the weak interaction Hamiltonian between
the initial and final state
F(Z,E0) Coulomb correction factor (Fermi function)
This formula has been used in the computer program BCONT which has
been
2.2).

used to analyze the data (ch. 2 paragraph 5.2 and ch. 3 paragraph
The

originates

term pE(E0-E)2 is called the statistical factor, because it
solely

from

geometrical

considerations

concerning

the

density of final states which can be accessed by the decaying nucleus.

Through

the

Fermi

electromagnetic

function

interaction

F(Z,E 0 ), a correction is applied for the
between the emitted beta particle and the

nucleus.
The nuclear charge is partially screened by the orbital electron cloud.
This

screening

lower
The

effect increases for higher atomic numbers and towards

beta energies, and is stronger for positrons than for electrons.

screening

above

the

has been neglected in the analysis of the data because,

lower detection limit of the beta detector (about 500 keV),

the correction is in all cases smaller than 2%.
All

relevant
1

|<f|H|i>| ,
nucleon

nuclear
which

wave

analysis

is

in

"allowed"

of

information

interpreted

functions

only

independent

physics

the

as

the

is

contained in the term

degree

of overlap of the

initial and final state. In the data

transitions, for which the matrix element is

energy,

are

taken

into account since the transition

probability for "forbidden" transitions is much lower.
Traditionally

beta

(dW_./(F(Z,E,)pE))
lines

in

early

days,

the

end

case

continuum
appear

allowed

when

a

detectors

represented

by

plotting

transitions. This was an advantage in the

no sophisticated digital computers existed, because

energy

measured

as

are

versus E. Such so called Kurie plots yield straight

of

point

continua

could

with

straight

a
line

simply be obtained with a ruler. A beta
solid

state detector however, will never

because

of

the

skew

response of such

for electrons and positrons. It is under these circumstances

not meaningful to use Kurie plots.

1.3

The production of Mass separated sources
The

neutron

produced
are

ions

highly

proceeds

fuse

energy
in

evaporating

ground

which

have been investigated are

by a cyclotron and directed onto a molybdenum target.
with

target atoms. The resulting compound nucleus is

excited and has high angular momentum because of the absorption

the

only

nuclei

heavy ion reactions. Multiply charged oxygen or neon ions

accelerated

Some

of

by

deficient

a

few

of

the

projectile.

Cooling

of the compound nucleus

the beginning mainly by evaporating neutrons, but also by
protons
units

and
of

by

gamma decay. The emitted neutrons remove

angular momentum from the compound system. The

state is reached subsequently by the emission of a large number

of gamma rays. The final product is usually a neutron deficient nucleus
with

mass

and

charge

number

several

units

less than the original

compound nucleus.
The
the

reaction

surface

and

speed

up

by

filament

a

this

products

drift through the target material towards

emerge into the ion source of the mass separator. To

this process the target is heated close to the melting point

phase

as

well as by the ion beam. The delay which occurs in

prohibits

experiments with nuclides of half-lives shorter

than about 10 seconds.
A
because

wealth
of

of

reaction

variations
because

in

products is formed in heavy ion reactions
the

the

number

target

and

itself

type

of the evaporating

particles

and

usually

contains several

isotopes.

A mass separator is used to produce fl-sources. which contain

only nuclides with the same mass number, although still several isobars
may

be

present. At first, we distinguished these isobars on ground of

differences

in

end

point

energy.

In

later

experiments, however,

separate isobar spectra were obtained using differences in half-lifes.
Reasons
number

to

concentrate

Z=50 were

in

the

our

attention on nuclides around atomic

first

place

that strong sources could be

made.This is mainly due to the fact that intense beams of 0 and Ne were
available and that hot Mo targets release the reaction products easily.
Secondly,

reliable

investigations
en

decay

by

Moreover,

were

available,

as a result from

the spectroscopy group of the "Instituut voor Kern-

Stralingsfysika"

(KUL).

schemes

(IKS) of

the

"Katholieke

Universiteit Leuven"

with the new beta detector we could now try to solve

the puzzle presented by the reported anomalous Q-value of

In [1].

The experimental site
Most

of

the

Louvain-la-Neuve,

measurements
Belgium,

at

with

the

beta detector were made in

the "Institut de Physique Nucleair" of

the "Universite Catholique de Louvain". The heavy ions were accelerated
by

their

accelerator
became

isochronous

cyclotron

with

varying

magnetic

field. This

has been constructed by the French firm Thomson-C.S.F. and

operational in 1973. The cyclotron is placed at the disposal of

national and international research groups.

The maximal a t t a i n a b l e energy i s :
E
£ 110 q / .
max
'A

[MeV]J
L

Here, q is the number of elementary charges of the accelerated ion, and
A

the

ion

cyclotron
sources

mass
ion

source

lasted

filament.

number.

In

was

only
the

During

the

first

experiment in 198l, the

of the normal filament type. These kind of

for

about

course

of

12-24
1984

hours

an

before burn out of the

ECREVIS

ion

source

became

operational. This ion source has the advantages of high reliability and
of

an

mass
our

improved output of multiply ionized projectiles irrespective of

number. During the last experiment we had an intense Ne
disposal, with

an

+

beam at

almost constant intensity for over four days,

requiring hardly any adjustments.
The

mass

separator

products,

belongs

group

the

of

connected

inside

to

analyze

the

heavy

ion

reaction

th*=> "Leuven Isotope Separator On Line" (LISOL)

"KathoIieVe Universiteit Leuven". This separator can be

to

measurements

to

used

the

cyclotron

beam

line

in

such

a way that on line

are possible. To this purpose the beam target is situated

the

ion source of the mass separator. The mass separated ions,

which emerge from the separator, are implanted into an aluminized mylar
tape. The source on this tape are brought in front of the beta detector
with a tape transport system.
The

experiments

spectroscopy
separator

were

carried

out

in

cooperation

with

the

group of IKS. They took care of the operation of the mass
as

well

as

the

cyclotron.

To

use

the

space

in

the

experimental hall as efficiently as possible the mass separator control
panel

and

the experiment computers are situated next to the cyclotron

control room, about 100 m away from the separator and the beta detector
itself.

The

energy

resolution

of

the

detector system was somewhat

deteriorated by the use of the long cabling.

1.5

Background and progress of the project
In

the summer of 1976 the idea was born to perform experiments in

collaboration

with

the

heavy ion group in Leuven, Belgium. This idea

was

born

ion

experiments in Nashville USA. The decision was taken by the end of

1977

following the participation of members of our group in heavy

to

start

in

Delft

the

construction of a spectrometer for the

measurement of the positron spectra end tted by neutron deficient nuclei
produced in Leuven.

as

We

first

this

was

considered to use a large piece of scintillator plastic
already

available

from

Leuven. Before long however we

decided to use a hyper pure germanium detector, in view of the superior
energy

resolution

performed

some

investigate

the

was

special

housing

ring

ring

chosen

of

the

to

handling

of

with

such a device. We

a borrowed detector to

of the size of the Ge crystal [2]. A small

minimize summing of annihilation radiation. A

for the crystal was ordered, so that, if necessary, a
could

events

detector

easy

experiments

influence

detector

exclusion

of

preliminary

crystal

Nal

and

in

be

placed

around

the

Ge crystal for the

which annihilation radiation escapes. Such a

was never installed, however, because it would diminish

the overall efficiency of the system by an order of magnitude.
In October 1979 the Ge crystal was mounted for the first time into
the

cryostat

front

of

of an abolished Ge(Li) detector. A small wire chamber in

the

Ge

detector

was

used

for

the

suppression of gamma

radiation. The excellent gamma suppression of the detector was reported
in

May 1980 [3]. An accident during the transportation of the detector

back

to

Delft,

damaged

the

ion getter pump of the cryostat and the

vacuum was lost. The Ge crystal had to be cleaned and remounted.
During

this

backscatter
scattering

period

fractions
from

the

origin was found for the extremely high

of more than B0%. The large number of particles

the

inner

edges

of

the

wire chamber and from the

entrance hole in the cryostat caused this high fraction. The effects of
the

scattering

the

wire

plastic

were

chamber.
and

detector.
scattering

is

With
is

suppressed by installing a diaphragm in front of

This

diaphragm

has

been

made from scintillator

mounted on a photomultiplier tube, so it functions as
the

diaphragm

effectively

signal
reduced

used in anti coincidence mode,
and the

correct

theoretical

backscatter fraction of 31* was found (paper *», figure 2 ) . A well known
p"-spectrum
calibrate

with
the

a

sufficiently high end point energy was measured to

energy

dependent

backscatter

corrections. The

beta

continuum

of

that

activity

the

Cl

served

this purpose very well, with the advantage

could

be

produced

using the IRI nuclear reactor

irradiation facility in Delft.
After

calibration

measurements
primitive
was

were

the

performed

detector

in

system,

the

first

test

Louvain-la-Neuve early in 1981 under

circumstances. To place a source in front of the detector it

necessary

remount

of

it

to

demount

the

photomultiplier-diaphragm section and

again, which took about 20 minutes. Therefore only longer-

lived

sources

foils

stuck onto a rod, which was brought into the chamber of the mass

separator
diffuse
mass
of

through

then

a

be measured. The sources were collected on

vacuum

lock. The sources became very broad and

because this rod could not be placed in the focal plane of the

separator. We had to cut small circles of about 3 moi diameter out
the

tried

foils

with

home

the

they

were

had

could

with

a

pair of scissors. Different kind of foils were

and without improvised diaphragms. After four days we took
detector and the spectra of

been

In,

In and

In. In Delft

analysed and later on reanalyzed, when the computer program
much

improved

(May

2748±l4

keV

for

In,

5192115

keV

for

In and

equipment,

which

experiment,

was

these

1983).

yielding end point energies of

3428* 12 keV

In and 5083±28 keV and

In respectively. Considering the simple

only

values

for

intended

to

test the feasibility of the

agree remarkably well with the results from

later measurements with the final setup.
During
1981,
of
and

the

the

calibration

measurements

with

electron lines, in autumn

energies were found to be too low by about *40 keV, in spite

usual

corrections for energy loss in the foils between source

detector. We concluded that some dirt had collected on the crystal

front

window.

Therefore

the

detector

remounted

into

the

cryostat

for

followed,

the

beta

spectrum

of

measured.

This

international
"alpha,

beta

"International
England,

to

experiment
comparison
and

was
of

gamma

Committee
trace

possible

was

as

a

spectrometers,

spectroscopy
for

up,

cleaned and

the third time. In the year that
90
90
Y and
Sr was very accurately

performed

beta

warmed

contribution
organised

working

Radionuclide

group"

Metrology"

to an
by

the

of

the

Middelsex,

systematic errors in the measurement and

analysis of beta spectra. This objective was met only partially because

10

of the small number of participating laboratories. The results appeared
in an ICRM report [*•].
An

elaborate

photons

in

computer
very

the

was

detector

made

(paper

of
3.

the influence of annihilation
reference

[5]). The results of

simulations were compared with the results of measurements of

clean

gamma

study

annihilation

rays

conclusion
crystal

was

was

accurate

and

of

Compton

that

not

spectra,

a

scattering

surprisingly

sensitive

correction

in which the disturbing effects of

to

procedure

had

thick

been

eliminated.

surface

The

layer of the Ge

radiation. Based on these results, an
for

the

annihilation

summation

was

developed.
Important modifications were made to the detector in the autumn of
1982,

to allow for on line measurements of nuclei with half-lives down

to the lower limit of the mass separator. The cryostat hood was changed
so that the detector could be connected to the tape transport system in
Louvain-la-Neuve.
radially
between

The

directed
the

wire

axial

photomultiplier

was

replaced

by

four

ones, and a second scintillator diaphragm was added
chamber

and

the Ge crystal, allowing for a larger

aperture. These modifications resulted in a complex construction of the
wire chamber and the diaphragms together with their light guides into a
housing

which had to be adaptable to the tape transport system and had

to be light tight at the same time (paper 4, figure 1).
During the first months of 1983 the new detector system was tested
68
56
^8
and calibrated with
Ge,
Co and
Cl sources. On line tests were
18U 186
performed in Louvain-la-Neuve, using
*
Au sources that were
discarded

by

measurements

the

were

disintegration
and

gamma

main

successful

energies
rays

user

of

from

the

separator.

Although

these

an instrumental point of view, no

could be determined. Our measurements of beta

showed

that

the

available

level

schemes

were

perniciously incomplete. Accurate decay schemes are indispensable where
Q-values are to be determined from beta spectra.
Encouraged by the successful operation of the spectrometer system,
a

request

was made for cyclotron beam time in autumn 1983. especially

for Q-value measurements. End November the first on line indium spectra
were

recorded.

choice

had

Because

of

limitations of the available computers, a

to be made between the measurement of p"-Y coincidences and

11

the

measurement

decay

of

the

information
counts

too

the

source.

spectra

We

in "time bins", to monitor the time

tried

the

first method as it yields more

about the decay, although we knew that the total number of

in

analysis

of

the
it

separate

turned

branch

spectra

would

be

low. In the data

out that the efficiency of the detector indeed is

low for such measurements. During the following two shifts, in the

first half of 1984, the "time bins" method was chosen.
In

September 1984 the system, along with the results so far, were

presented on the seventh international conference on "Atomic Masses and
Fundamental
detector
finish

Constants" in Darmstadt (AMCO-7), Germany [6]. Finally the

was
the

interest

brought

back from Belgium and dismantled. The reason to

experiments in Louvain-la-Neuve has been the change in the

of

the

Delft

group

from

nuclear

physics

to

radiation

technology.

1.6

Results
From the various experiments we performed over the years, a number
of

end

point

difference

energies

between

were

derived

(see

chapter

4 ) . The energy

the ground state levels of the mother and daughter

nucleus is the sum of the end point energy of the branch and the energy
of

the

state
and

corresponding

energy,
the

final state in the daughter. Knowing this final

we can calculate the mass difference between the mother

daughter.

If

the

mass

of the daughter is known from other

experiments, the mass of the mother is now determined.
In
values
masses.

this
from

the

These

calculated

deviation
discrepancy
of

the

1985

masses of

In have been obtained; using

mass adjustment [7] for the

experimental

values

experimental

energy

way,

^~

Cd daughter

mass values are compared in figure 1 with

which result from some mass formulas. Generally the

and calculated values agree nicely. For mass 103 a slight

of

about
at

1492

300

keV

was

found.

The salient feature is the

mass 104. This mass was calculated using a final state
keV

[8] because such a level should be strongly fed

according to gamma ray studies. From the results presented in chapter 4
however, a lowest lying strongly fed level at about 2500 keV seems more
likely.
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figure 1
The difference between the mass value derived from the measured Q-value
and the mass values which result from some theoretical models, as
function of the mass number.
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The result of a firs! measurement is presented

1. Introduction
In (lie past, studies of the mass of nuclei near the line
of beta .stability have greatly contributed to our presentday knowledge of nuclear matter. Today the region f.ir
from the line of stability is open for study by the use of
accelerators, h'or example, in heavy-ton reactions very
neutron deficient nuclei ;ire formed via u highly excited
compound nucleus which emits several neutrons .tiki or
protons. These nuclei in general have short half-liu-s
and disintegrate mostly through the emission of
positrons. The masses and (J-vulucs of the nuclei can be
determined by measuring the beta decay end point
energies. The mass information is useful, for example, in
checking the various mass formulas in the region far
from the line of stability, provided that the end point
determination is sufficiently accurate. Where a scintillation spectrometer is employed the attainable accuracv
can he improved by the use of a semiconductor. Several
spectrometers have recently been constructed along this
line of thought |l 3|. These detection systems differ
mainly in the way in which the gamma radiation is
suppressed; a common property is that they only show
to full advantage if sophisticated data reduction techniques are applied.

2. Design considerations
2.1. lieteclion medium
Because of the short half-lives mentioned above the
use of a multichannel system will he necessary. We
therefore can discard the group of magnetic beta spectrometers, despite of their ability to yield accurate re-

sults, for ihes are all one-channel instruments. \ multichannel svstein can he built using a phosphor, such ,iplastic, as detection medium Siuh scintillation spc*.tromelers are often used to measure beta coinnui.i |4|
However the energy resolution that can be achieved
with electrons of several MeV is verv pour (hundred-, nf
keV) and therefore the end point determination is in.ucurale. tienerally speaking, the magnitude of the energv
resolution determines how accuratck the end point
energv can he measured
The necossitv of a good energv resolution lead- I"
the use of lhe semiconductors Si and tie as detection
medium. The additive requirement that a bet.i particle
with a maximum energv of sa\ I" MeV has to be
slopped b\ the detector necessitates the use ><! (>e.
simply because Si crystals of sufficient thickness aie noi
available.
Next, attention must be paid to the following three
points
i kM

The use of a medium with a high atomic number like
(ie and in lesser degree Si has the disadvantage that the
fraction of beta particles which scatter back from the
surface of the crystal cannot be neglected. The backseattered particles do not lose all their energv in the
crystal, thus giving rise to a deficient detector signal
This is the cause of the appearance of a long tail on the
low-energy side of mono energetic line1- in electron
spectra (see fig. X. curve c). The effect on a spectrum of
such an asymmetric response function of the detector is
thai loo many counts are registered at low energies, liy
the enhancement of the low energy region of the spectrum the shape of the beta continuum is distorted I'ror
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the well known bell shape into a much flatter curve.
under worse conditions even inlo a 'hollow' spectrum
bending upward al lower energies. Ai higher energies
the backscaliering diminishes [5]. but then oiher
processes like 'loss of panicles through the sides of the
crystal' and 'escape of brenisstrahlung quanta' (ft| cause
an even greater number of deficient detector pulses lor
convenience, we shall in the following refer to these
three processes together by the word hackscatiering.
It will he clear that for accurate data analysis, requiring a fit over an extended energy interval, a proper
correction for the hackscatlering is absolutely necestarv
-..<. Summation of aii'iihiluiion radiation
If positrons are measured the shape of the beta
spectrum will be disturbed bv the radiation originating
from annihilation of the positron in the (ie-crystal. or in
the surrounding material. Through a C'ompum interaction an annihilation photon mav deposit some energv in
the crystal. This energy will be summed to the energy of
the positron itself. It is possible to isolate 'good' event'.,
in which both 511-quanta escape completely from the
crystal, by placing detectors around the tie detector,
discriminating 511 keV and counting in coincidence
mode (a kind of pair spectrometer) (7). As a result.
however, the overall efficiency will drop by a factor of
about 10. Therefore, it is better to accept the summation
effect and apply a correction for it instead. Fortunaielv.
the summation effect is small compared to the disturbances caused by the hackscatiering. The 511-correction will be the greater, the larger the crystal, so a small
tie-crystal is favorahle in this respect.
.'.* Suppression of gamma radiation
Germanium, the detection n.edium we have chosen,
is of course also sensitive to photons. Any gamma
radiation present "ill disturb through its Compton distribution the shape of the beta continuum we arc interested in. So the detection system has to he made insensitive to gamma radiation.
There is first of all the possibility lo absorb the
gamma radiation with a piece of lead. The beta particles
can be guided around the lead with permanent magnets
as is done in mini-orange' spectrometers |K). The disadvantage of this approach is a .strongly energy dependent
efficiency. A far better system can he made by using a
super-conductive coil for the transport of the particles
to the detector along spiral-shaped orbits [I]. This solution, however, requires the use of a complex cryostat
and a provision for liquid helium.
It is much simpler not to use lead, but to place a
small gamma insensitive beta detector in front of the
Oe-crvslal. Such a gamma suppressor has been success-

fully tried before |v|. and u n be nude, fur example m i
of a th'n pi,Mic scintillator. The requirement <i| .i n(incidence in time between the signals of ihe iv." ilcieu.ii*
then eliminates the g.imm.i radiation from the spcitiuni
because the gamma suppressor i- unlv a c m a i c d .ui the
passage of .i particle, but dot's noi re.iiI if J phuiic.
passes
Iverv gamma suppessur will have some interaciinn
with the particles passing through u and is iherei.ire the
source of the following disturbance*.

a f:twrt{i it/n.
In passing the suppressor the beta particle I.>-.c- MIMIC
energy, according lo the belhe Bloth formula I hi-,
energv loss depends on the initial partide energv. and
results in a non linear energ\ response "f the s w e m for
particles I ortunatch. above 5<Hl keV the energv dependence is only weak because of the long flat minimum m
the Uelhe Bloch curve
h Sttiiivrinn
In passing the suppressor the panicle- rn.iv undergo
scattering over some mean angle A fraction >>l the hei.i
panicles will scatter nut of the opening angle of the tie
deleclor and is not delected I lie mean smaller antic
depends on the initial particle energv Ispccialk ai U«*
energies this angle, and thus the fraction ui ,....'.:Mei.ied
particles, increases. The efficiency of the -vstem i.
therefore energy dependent In the course of the expenmenls it turned out to he necessarv to applv a correction for this effect tsee sect 5.21
lortunatelv, at higher energies the mean scatter angle is onK a feu degrees
i /.lu'riji loss variations
Because of the statistical nature of the process, the
energv loss mentioned under (a) vanes from particle to
p.trticlc (straggling), thus making the energv r-.-soluiion
of the system worse
The suppressor is not effective against gamma radiation coincident in time with the beta particle lot it i* not
possible to distinguish both radiations if they enter the
detector system simultaneously. So coincident gamma
rays and 511 keV photons (in case of positron decavi
will appear in the spectrum in spue of the suppressor
Of course the gamma radiation must be emitted within
the opening angle of the detector; the particle and the
photon must be coincident in direction to. Therefore the
intensity of the gamma background, measured in coincidence mode, is reduced, with respect to the intensitv
measured without coincidence condition, by a factor
equal lo the inverse of the solid angle of the detection
system. In the present system bv a factor of 155.
The disturbances (a). ( b | and (el dimmish if the beta
energy increases, and also if the mass of the suppressor
decreases. Therefore, a suppressor as light as possible is
used: a miniature wire chamber
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.? .\ Hvfinitiiin of the cnlruinv upeniiii-

3. Kvperimcnlal setup

Hascd on the considerations described above «c
constructed a beta detector, which consisted of a In per
pure germanium particle detector with a small »ire
chamber in froiit. With this instrument some low energy
continua and the electron-conversion lines of " Hi were
recorded. From the hater spectrum the haekscalter fraction could he calculated in a direct way. An indirect
estimate of (he hack scattering could be obtained from
the fits of theoretical spectra distorted h> the response
of the detector (o the measured cominua. In the filling
procedure only the backscattenng was allowed to tan.
Both methods yielded a backscalter fraction of about
X0ri. which is much too high to be caused by true
backscattering alone: sidescaticring and the emission of
hremsstrahlung become important at higher energies
only. Such a high buckscutter fraction makes the application of a correction for the backscatteri.i;;. difficult
and less reliable.
After some experiments we discovered that the high
hackscalter fraction is caused by the contribution of
beta particles scattered from all kinds of edges, such as
the inner wall of the wire chamber and even the mounting ring of the Cic-crystal itself. These scattered panicles
have an appreciable chance of reaching the central tie
detector, causing a deficient signal, just like particles
buckscultered from the germanium itself. It requires a
diaphragm to eliminate these scattered particles. Mowever, the use of an ordinary diaphragm is of no help
because beta particles will scatter from the diaphragm
itself. Moreover, diaphragms for 111 McV electrons are
neither small nor thin. The solution to the problem is to
make the diaphragm 'active'. We constructed a diaphragm out of a sheet of scmlillalor plastic. Measuring
with the Cie detector and the wire chamber in coincidence and with the diaphragm detector id anli-coincidence results in an effective diaphragmation. This 'beta
telescope' is depicted in fig. I.

>' / < I'listruitwn

Fig. I, Schematic diagram of ihe dciecior svsieni: (I) radiouilive source; (2) scinlillalor diaphragm: (3) wire chamber: (4)
germanium crystal: (5) cooling rod: (ft) crvoslui wall: (7) pholomulliplier tube; (H) electromagnetic shield: CM phouimulliplier base: (10) gas tubing.

nf the dewi inr\

The svstem is buill around an Orlei hvpei-puie
germanium particle detector u n h a surface area .'I ^
mnr and a thickness of 10 mm The detector i> mounted
in a cryostal; the beta particles can enter the crv,>-i.(i .n
the front end through an alumimsed n u l a r foil of -11 /mi
thickness, which is glued uith epnxy resin nu-r a hole
with a diameter of IS mm in the wall of the crvosiat. -\n
H I - , Vanan ion getter pump maintains a i * u u n i nf
Id ' Torr in the crvosiat.
The diaphr.igm arrangement is made of SI- i n ; suntillalor glued to the conical light guide and an M'-iCn
photomultiplier lube
The radioactive sources are obtained b \ ex jporation
to dry ness of a small droplet on ID inn I luck alummiM'il
mylar foils and are mounted on little luciie plugv I hev
are mounted inside the hollow light guide b\ sinking
them directly on the light window of the phoioiiiulopher with the same optical coupling compound a* ti-cd
to mount the light guide itself
The wire chamber is constructed with a total ihukness of .V2 mm and a circular active surface of lit mm
diameter (see fig. 2). The two cathode foils of In fim
alumimsed mylar foil were stretched and glued onto
Iheir support ring of vetromie of l.h m m thickness I he
glueing was done using a fast settling e p o w resin lor
strength, next to a slow settling silver e p o w re->m i<<
provide good electrical contact to a copper strip on (he
vetromie. O n this strip the electrical connections are
imidc. In the same manner (he anode wires are ^lued
onto the other side of one of the support rings I he icn
anode wires of Id |tm gold plated tungsten are positioned by letting them slide into small grooves engraved
in the copper strip on the support ring The distance
between adjacent grooves is I mm. with an inaccuiacv
smaller than 5 fun This is necessarv to avoid insensitive
regions caused by spatial fluctuations of the gas multiplication in the chamber. After the gas inlets are

11£ 2. Ixploded vicu of (he wire chamber (11 suppori rn>(is.
(2) copper eonluct strips: (.'I grooves for wire positioning d u o
uircs ure moumeill: (41 cavilv for the glue used to fasten Ihe
uirvs: (M hole through which (he high tension is applied lo the
wires: (6) mvlur foils.
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eg ti"incidence gale signal; gs group select signal.

mounted, the chamber is closed h> glueing the two rings
together.
No position sensitivity is required, so all anode wires
are interconnected. After charge integration of the anode
signal with a time constant of 100 ns and after amplification, pulses of about 500 mV result (at I7IH) V). which
can be fed directly into a constant fraction tuning
discriminator. Most of ihe time the following gas filling
was used: WV A -* Kit CO,: but mixtures like
argon methane and argon elliane also worked vcrv
well.

I ig 4 Inergv response nf the germanium deteiloi (
irons, wnh respeel lit the response for photons

specifications of the amplifier ADC combination
I he electron response was determined bv measuring
the energy of the electron conversion lines, which are
present in the spectrum. The difference between the
theoretical electron energy and the measured energv.
using the calibration for gamma radiation is shoun m
fig. 4. for '""'l.u (curve a) and -" Hi icurve hi Ilus
difference is caused b\ the loss of energy experienced (n
the electrons as described under sect ZA <j».
Curve c in fig. 4 represenls the energy loss .is calculated with the Bt'lhe Bloch formula for a water Liver
with a thickness of 150 fim (other materials yield comparable curves) The calculated curve does not m,uch
the experimental points verv well below MHI ke\ because (he Iteihc liloch theon onlv holds ngorouslv loi
cxtrcmelv small energv losses Ihc thcorv takes n.'

.'..'. lilvttnmu system
In fig. .1 the electronic block scheme is sketched. The
signals from the Cie and the wire chamber are fed into a
fast AND gate, the output signal of which indicates the
passage of u hela particle. This output signal is fed inio
a routing unit which controls the selling of the most
significant bit of the ADC-address that is presented to
(he I'DPI I computer.
The signal of the scintillator diaphragm inhibits the
fast coincidence gate and. at the same time, the formation of the gate signal for the ADC. The latter condition
prevents 'bad' beta particles which have penetrated the
scimillalor from being counted as photons.

see

4. Performance

>/./. (ivrmtinium deimlor
The energy response of the detector to electrons and
to gamma radiation was investigated using radioactive
calibration sources. The photon response shows a largest
deviation from linearity of 0.? kcV. which is within the

1320 J350

M50

CHRNNEL
I ig 5 l i m e spectrum fur the germanium vletecloi rne.isureil
with a plastic sunltllutor dvlecior (4IMI r>s channel)
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" Na source placed between Ihc tie and a plastic scinnllalor detector. The spread in time difference of the
signals from the tun detectors shown in fig 5 is caused
almost entirely b> the tie detector, because the sciniillulion detector is relatively fast
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I ig (> l i m e spcc(rum for the uin* chamber me.r.uieii with
stiniillator detector (KIN) ps channel I

account of the increase of paili length due to scattering
in the layer, nor of the decrease of particle cnergv
during the slowing down process. The calculated energy
loss will therefore he too small and the deviation will
increase towards lower energies where the energy loss
increases. However, as already staled under sect. 2.4 (a|.
it is a justified approximation to take the energy loss
constant for energies above 51HI keV.
The energy loss does not occur in the material between source and detector only hut also in the inactive
fronl layer of the tie-crystal or in dust and \apours
condensaied on ihc detector window, or in the source
itself.
Different sources will therefore show different energy losses. This variation can he appreciable depending
on the source thickness: it amounted to several keV for
the sources we used. To measure this source dependent
energy loss, (he detection of al leas) one electron conversion line is required. This unfortunate situation is.
however, common to every heta spectrometer.
An additional effect is the slow increase of the
energy loss in the course of time due to the growth of
the condensation layer on the front of the Ge-crysial.
For example, an increase of the energv loss of III keV
was measured for a particular source in a time span of
IU months. Apart from the peculiarities concerning this
energy loss, which causes the constant term in the
formula for the calibration line, it is apparent from
fig. 4 that the slopes of the calibration cur.es for electrons and for photons can he taken to be equal
The timing characteristics were examined by the
measurement of the two 511 keV photons emitted bv a

The efficiency of the chamber and its electronic
system is very neark equal to I. This can be seen from
fig X by comparison of the miensiu of the K-coiuersiiin line of ~"7Bi measured with and without coincidence condition (curves c and a respectivelv I I his high
efficiencv cm be achieved because of the large voltage
pulses Iron) (he clumber, so that the threshold level can
be rvlativelv lou
Ihc lime response uas examined b\ irradiation til
the chamber with electron* from a '"'Sr source lime
spectra were recorded unh a liimMo-amplitudc ton
verier ( I At |. using the fasl signal fiom .i small pl.iMk
scintillation detector placed behind the wire chamber to
start the I At Ihc wire chamber signal itself furnishes
the stop sign.il I rum the resulting nine spectrum I fig <>i
a time resolution of about II ns is derived I his lime
spread is caused almost cnnrelv bv the chamber. sjin.e
the Minlillalor signal is Ciimparaliveh last One can
explain the value of the time spread bv considering the
distance between an electron (rack in the uire chamber
and a wire ll vanes from O to 0 > mm uhich welds,
combined with an approximate drift velocilv for electrons of 0.04 mm ns. a delax of the wire chamber signal
between 0 and 12 ns
As a final lest we measured the energv spectrum of
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a * s Fe source with the chamber. Fig. 1 slums the 5.6
keV X-ray separated from its escape peak ai 2.<i keV
(escape of argon X-ray).
-*..'. Application of different coimidi'iuv t<indilioit\
The performance of the svstetn is illustrated in fig. X
which shows some spectra taken with different coincidence conditions. A :u7 Bi source was used which emits
luo strongly converted gamma rays. During the measurement resulting in curve a of fig. H both the wire
chamber and the scmtillalor diaphragm were in place,
but only the veto sigul of the latter detector was used,
t-lecirons and gamma rays are detected simultaneously
Curve b shows the results obtained if the wire chamber
is switched on and the scinlillalor veto is switched off
Due to the wire chamber coincidence requirement all
effects originating from the gamma radia"on disappear,
including the enormous X-ray peak. Although the scin•illalor is not used, its presence is sensed as the electron
lines become doublets. The low energy companions of
the pairs are caused by electrons which have penetrated

3000

(he scintillulor sheet and therehv have lost some ener^\
Bv switching on the scintillator again this ivpe nf event
is 'vetoed'; see curse c which displays single peaks jnd
also shows a reduction of the hackscatlei tail I he
relative area under the tail diminishes from over K(l', JI
b to .MT at c. The latter talue equals the one cilcuUied
by Ku/minikh |5|. As explained before, this reduction ol
the hackscaltenng is the result of an effeaue diaphragmadon of the electron beam if the scintillainr is
used

5. S<»me first nu'iiturenu-nts
y I Method of the measurement
By using the method of routing (see section .1 2| n ipossible to measure the gamma spectrum in one pan .<(
the memory, while at the same time the hetj spectrum i>
measured in another part
When the measurement is done wnh an isotope
separator the gamma spectrum can he helpful in the
identification of the nuchde in the mass chain Also, the
electron energy calibration is derived from the gamm.i
energy calibration simply hy adjusting the value of the
constant term in the formula for the calibration line
This procedure is correct because the slopes of the
calibration lines are equal (see section 4.1) Ihe correction to be applied to the constant term can be determined accurately only if conversion lines are piesent
in the spectrum, because of its dependence on the
source thickness. This method of cticrgv calibration
eliminates the necessity for extra calibration runs, hesides, effects of electronic drift and of count rate differences are minimized. If not enough prominent gainm.i
rays are emitted hy the nuclidc under investigation, a
gamma ray. reference source can he placed somewhere
near the detector system, for the calibration lines will
appear only in the gamma spectrum.
.V'. Method of daiti analysis

280
CHRNNELNUMBER
Fig. 8. Energy spectrum of !ll7Bi. measured with the germanium
detector employing different coincidence conditions

To account for the various forms of scattering and
for the summation of annihilation radiation radical
corrections have to be applied to the spectrum. Therefore u careful enaniinalion of the effects of all sorts of
possible events is required.
The procedure of data reduction is treated in detail
in a publication to appear in Nuclear Instruments and
Methods in Physics Research, hut a short description of
the way in which the computer program BC'ONT performs the data fits is given below.
1) Generate a spectrum according to the Fermi theorv.
dependent on a number of parameters such as. end
point energies, intensities and branching ratios.
2) Perform the efficiency correction mentioned in sect
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RIE.E.)

bac^scaiter ta-l
E,

I'ig. ** Response function of the m l c m for electrons, used in
analysing the data

2.4 (hi. Bused on a rough estimate of the effect we
adopted for the efficiency < the expression:
€ =

I - « ' " • " .

with /-.' the particle energy, and p and </ conslants of
the system.
The two constants in this expression are determined
from a calibration measurement.
J) Distort the efficiency corrected spectrum with the
response of the detection system. This is done h>
separation of the spectrum into two spectra:
one for particles which are stopped in the
germanium thus depositing their full energy, and
one for particles which undergo haekscattenng.

1 his separation can be carried out when the fraction
of particles which experience hackscattenng is known
for each energy. This backscalter fraction must he
established once, also by means of calibration in the
case of positrons, the summation of annihilation
radiation is taken into account by performing convolutions with a 511 keV response function on both
spectra. Finally the two separated spectra are added
4) The resulting spectrum, which can he called a calculated experimental spectrum, is mm fitted to ihe
experimental data by adjusting the parameters, using
the method of least squares.
If electrons are considered the convolutions with
annihilation radiation can be skipped and step } is
equivalent to a convolution of the efficiency corrected
spectrum with the mono energetic response function
shown in fig. *). The low energv tail in this figure is of
course due to backscallered particles: its relative area
equals the backscatter fraction. The tail is assumed to
be flat and extending from zero up to the energy of the
incident particles. Comparison with the rcaluv shown
by fig S justifies this approximation: moreover an\ fine
structure will tend to smooth out b\ the convolution
process.
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Fig. 10. Beta spectrum of ls; F.u. The drawn curves represent the background due in a '*;Ku contamination and the final fit
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result

To illustrate the capabilities of the system a first
measurement is presented. The data points plotted in
fig. 10 represent a measurement of the electron spectrum of l s : E u . It shows a beta continuum consisting of
at least two branches, with numerous conversion lines
superimposed. Since in the routed gamma spectrum
lines with energies of 723 and of 1274 keV are present,
we conclude (hut the source contains about Sir |S4 I:u.
The beta continuum of this nuclide is shown by the
curve at the bottom of fig. 10. It is the result of a fit of
the branch of '*4Ku with the highest energy to the data
at energies above the end point of l s : tiu. For this first
forbidden non-unique transition in the | S 4 I u desinlegration the shape factor [ 111
C(W ) = ql + 0.W7/T + 12
was used. Having determined the intensity of this high
energy branch, the other branches of the ''"'Hu continuum can be calculated using the branching ratios and
end point energies from the literature [I2|. The same
shape factor was used for all first forbidden non-unique
transitions in this decay.
The l '' 4 Eu beta spectrum thus constructed is considered to be the background for the '^3Ku measurement.
The l 5 J Eu spectrum is described by four branches: ihe
energy of the final states in the daughter nucleus were
taken from literature. For the first forbidden non-umqe
transitions we used the shape factor (l.'|:
l

2

C(W) = q + 0.Mp + 5.
The final result, obtained with the program BC'ONT bv
varying the (?-value and the branching ratios, is visualised in fig. 10 by the curve through the data points.
The Q-value is found to he 1KI8 keV. which is very
close to the value of 1819 keV reported in the literature
114). The error in our measurement amounts to i keV. It
consists of two parts, one part of 1.2 keV with a
statistical nature and another part of about 2 keV with a
systematic character due to the uncertainties in the
energy calibration.

6. Conclusion
One should bear in mind that the usefulness of
systems such as the one described depends stiongly on
the method of data reduction. Due to the use of the
active diaphragm the backscattering in the system is
effectively reduced; therefore the corrections to Ihe
spectrum are relatively small and the method of analysis
can be simple and reliable. Based on the results obtained so far, we can conclude that the detector system
together with the analysis procedure is capable of yielding results with an accuracy better than 5 keV for

electron spectra, hor positron end pomls there ii. an
additional systematic error of |() keV caused hv the
convolutions with annihilation radiation Compared to
f - v a l u e s determined with plastic scintillation detectors,
this means an improvement of an order of magnitude
During a lest run with I.1SOI. [|(l|. a number of
nuclides with masses around 106 could be measured,
with the off-line technique. The present setup of the
system permits the measurement nuclides having lulflives long enough to allow for Ihe mounting of the
conical light guide and the source inside it This operation of extraction of the source from the vacuum of the
separator and mourning lakes some 20 minutes
l o overcome this drawback a new wire chamber
scuuillator combination has heen designed, which is
now under construction. With this revised svsiem. online measurements using the tape transport s\siem will
be possible and it is expected that nuchdes can be
handled having half-lives as short as a few seconds
I wish to express mv gratitude for all the help 1
received from man\ of mv colleagues, in the form of
advice and of fruitful discussions f-.spcciallv I thank Or
R.W Hollander, who often assisted in tests and experiments.
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A continuous bela spectrum which is measured with a semiconductor device is aiwavs distorted by hrcmsstrahlung emission ,inJ
by scattering in the detector system. A method is described to analyze these deformed spectra by lading account of the response of the
detector. The response function is approximated h> a simple function derived from argument: the energy dependence is earned In .1
number of parameters, which are constants of the system. Some of them are determined by a calibration measurement, others are
calculated. The procedure for the analysis consists of fitting a theoretical beta spectrum after distortion with the response function to
the experimental data by the use of standard nonlinear least squares techniques. The accuracy of the determined (J-vaiues is estimated
10 he less than S keV for electron spectra. For positron spectra, an additional systematic error of Id keV has to be incorporated

1. Introduction

During recent years instruments for the detection of
beta particles have come into use. in which a germanium
crystal is used to determine the particle energy (I-3|.
Such a device is especially suited for the measurement
of the beta continua. which are emitted by nuclei far
from the line of stability. Nuclei with relatively few
neutrons can be observed in experiments with heavy
ions: neutron rich isotopes are formed by the process of
nuclear fission maintained with nuclear reactors. The
advantages of the use of Ge are of course the good

energy resolution combined with the possihilit> of
multi-channel measurement. This enables accurate end
point determinations on short-lived nuclei: it leads to
accurate determinations of the nuclear mass. A disadvantage is the unavoidable occurrence of a large number
of scattered bela particles in the detector system, causing an intense tail on the low energy side of the monoenergetic response of the detector. In fig. 1 the conversion electron spectrum of :"7Bi is shown. The area under
the tails amounts to about 801 of the total spectrum
content. A continuous spectrum like the beta continuum
will become deformed by such a tail; it hinders the
analysis of the data. To make good data fits over
extended energy intervals it is necessary to carefullv
lake into account the response function of the detection
system. In the following text a data analysis procedure
is described based on the response of the Ge crystal to
beta particles. The method is applied to data which was
measured with our own semiconductor beta spectrometer.
/./. Description of the instrument J4j

SS

155

ise

2A0 250

CHfiNNELNUMBER

Fig. I. Response of the detector to the conversion electrons of
lm
Bi.

The detection system we used is a small electron
telescope consisting of three detectors. Counted from
the source: a scinlillator diaphragm, a miniature wire
chamber and the hyper pure germanium crystal. The
diaphragm is made out of plastic and serves as a scintillation detector, which is used to keep the scattering to a
minimum. When the scinlillator signal is used to veto
the electronics, effective diaphragmation is achieved and
the relative tail area is reduced to the theoretical value
of 30% ai low particle energies. The wire chamber is
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used to discriminate beta panicles from photons. This is
done hy requiring a coincidence between the signals
from the Ge detector and the wire chamber.

2. Method of analysis

2.1 The respunw

T(£)R(£.n)d£.
with £ the energy of the particle as it enters the detection system, a the energy of the particle as measured b\
the detection system and R(E.a) the response function
of the system, which is defined as the probability that a
panicle with energy £ is detected at energy a.
Throughout this publication a will mean a measured
energy. The differences between the values of a and £
are caused by the specific details of the processes leading to the detection. Some energy could escape from the
Ge crystal and remain undetected, or on the other hand,
some energy could be summed up to the energy deposited in the crystal by the beta particle.
The detection efficiency « ( £ ( for particles with energy £ is defined as the ratio of the number of detected
particles to the total number of incident particles.
c(£)=/"C/l(£.a)da.
The value of the parameters which characterize the
continuum is determined by employing a nonlinear least
squares fit of the "calculated experimental" spectrum
S{a) to the experimental data. In practice this method
proves to work very satisfactorily and it turns out that it
is possible to fit parameters of the response function
(such as backscatter fraction and efficiency) as well.

u

j

The response function can be looked upon as the
spectrum thai is measured when monoenergetic beta
particles of energ> £ = £„ arc incident on the detector
In formula form:
T(£)

After the measurement, the end point energies have
to be extracted from the spectra [S|. A straightforward
method employing Curie plots would require first of all
a deconvolution of the measured data with the response
function of the detector system. It is known that such
an operation is not always a stable one and that the
solution is only obtained hy introducing a number of
special precautions in the numerical process. This is
because in theory an infinite number of solutions to the
deconvolution exists. The calculation therefore has to be
guided towards one solution out of many, defined by
imposing extra conditions.
To avoid these problems, we have chosen the opposite approach. The theoretical shape of the beta continuum 7~( £ ) . characterized by a number of parameters
such as end point energy, intensity and shape factor, is
generated. The spectrum 5(a). which corr<.., MUIS in
principle to the experimental data, can now be calculated by the convolution of T(E) with the response
function [6].

turn turn /"

= «(£-£„).

where S is the Dirac delta i unction
. V ( o ) = [ * « ( £ - £ „ ) « ( £ . a ) d £ = J»( £ „ . « ) .
An event is said to occur if a beta particle passes.
this is defined by a hit of the wire chamber in the
absence of a veto signal from the scintillator diaphragm
Neglecting random coincidences, each event that is possible in the detection svslem can he assigned to one of
the seven groups A to ii. These groups exclude each
other: they are defined in table 1.
Group A represents events in which the particle
energy is fully absorbed in the tie crystal Groups (
and £ represent events in which particles scatter out of
the crystal. In this connection, the expression "true
hackscalienng" means that the particle leaves the tie
crystal at the front, while "sidescallenng" stands for the
evasion of the particle through the side of the crwul In
these three groups, it is assumed that the hremsstrahlung photons, which are eventually generated, are absorbed in the crystal: groups B. D and F take account
of the possibility of the escape of these quanta, hvents
of group (.' occur when the particle scatters on its U J \
to the detector (in foils or in the wire chamber) over
some great angle and out of the entrance opening of the
system.
When tt is assumed that particles belonging to groups
.4 to A* are always detected we can write:
H{E.a)

= A{E. a) + fl( £ . a ) + ... + £ ( £ . a )
/

= £

k(E.a).

A - t

where A'< £ . a) is the energy distribution resulting from
events in group A' = A. B
(•'
Group 6" is excluded from this summation, because
the events belonging to that group do not lead to a
count in the germanium crystal. The probability for an
event to occur in group K is equal to:
)da.

f o rK = A . B

Because the set of groups A - G is complete:

For the detection efficiency < we derive:

Ci
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Table 1
Classification of the events in a set of groups. Definition of [he groups, ninth exclude each other, according in a numher uf iriieru
stated al the left of the table
.4

Group:
Panicle reaches the germanium crystal
Particle stopped in germanium crystal
Particle experiences true hackscatlenng
Particle experiences sidescattering
Emitted bremsslrahlung phuion escapes

I)

yes
ves

>es
no

The response function is known when we know all
(he spectra A to G. These spectra will be very difficult
to calculate. We can, however, describe the components,
which build the spectrum A'( E. a) of a group, from the
physical characteristics of that group. There appears to
be one component which is always present called the
"primary radiation": it is with a certain probability
accompanied by one or more other components called
"secondary radiations", which are in fact by products
occurring during the process, of detection. Table 2 displays a listing of these components.
The bremsslrahlung emitted during the slowing down
of the particle in the germanium is quoted as secondary
radiation a. As long as the bremsslrahlung is captured
in the crystal no loss of energy will occur but with
increasing energy the probability of escape of a quantum with energy Eh, varying between 0 and E. increases. A second group of secondary1 radiations
originates from the process of annihilation, when
positrons are measured. If the particle is slopped in the
crystal (group A or B). the annihilation takes place
inside the crystal and the two 511 keV photons can both

I

I

yes
no

dissipate some of their energy in the crystal (components h and < ) If the positron scatters out of the crystal
the annihilation takes place in the surrounding material
and only one SI I keV photon contributes (component
J). Lastly gamma radiation from the source, which is
coincident with the heta decay, has a chance of being
detected (component i'i.
To ohtain the cnergv distribution Ktt.m
for a
group, we cannot simply add the spectra of pnmar\ and
secondary radiations belonging lo that group, because
these radiations occur simultaneously To earn out the
calculation of the combined energy distribution, successive convolutions of the secondary radiation spectra
with each other have to be done. The result of this
operation is convoluted with the primary radiation spectrum. Doing these convolutions, we must bear in mind
that the radiation with which we carry out the convolution is delected with a certain probability. So in fact
only a fraction of the spectrum participates in the
convolution process. This fraction, a kind of coupling
factor, is equal to the probability that one radiation is
delected, given the detection of the other radiation.

Table 2
Secondary radiation

Group
and corresponding primary radiation
A

None

t
a
h
c
J
e

Bremsslrahlung escape
First 511 keV photon
Second 511 keV photon
511 out surroundings
Gammas from source

0-511
0-511

0-511
0 511
0-511

0-511

0 511

0 511

0-511

The energy distribution for each group is formed by a composition of "primary" and "secondarv" radiations The energy of the
vanous radiations is quoted in the table. The notations have the following meaning:
E
incident energy of the particle.
energy of escaping bremsslrahlung photon.
£„
energy deposited in the Ge when the particle scatters back from the from or the cmial.
E,
energy deposited in the Ge when the particle emerges from the side of the crystal.
0-511 spectrum of annihilation radiation.
coincident gamma ray spectrum from the source.
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These probabilities have to be inserted inio (he calculation as parameters: they are constants of the system.
Because the content of the primary sped rum is noi
changed by the convolution, each seci. :.i..r\ radiation
spectrum *<<*,,«„). where k = a,h
t- HUM satisfy
the condition:
*
A ( a ; , n u ) da,| = I,
(normalisation).

/ .1

and *(<«,.<*,) = 1 - Pk,
where a, is the energy with which the particle would he
recorded by the detector system under the absence of
the secondary radiation component. a n is the cnergv
with which the particle is recorded including the effects
of the secondary radiation. A (a,, a,,) is the response
function of the detector for secondary radiation A and
Pk is the probability for the detection of secondary
radiation k. Most likely A (a,, a,,) and l\ will depend
on parameters such as the spatial coordinates of the
event in the detector system and the energy. Note that
neither a, nor a,, need to he equal to the real incidem
energy of the particle. Dependent on the type of secondary radiation «„ can he greater or less than n
To obtain for example .4( £. a I. firstly a convolution
must be performed of the spectrum of the first fill-annihilation photon with the spectrum of the second 511
keV photon. The result has to undergo a convolution
with the coincident gamma ray spectrum, after which
the total secondary radiation spectrum is obtained.
A( t. a) results finally from a convolution of a monoenergetic line of energy E (the primary radiation spectrum) with the total secondary radiation spectrum.
This elaborate scheme for describing the response
function can be simplified by:
a) negleclion of the coma Jem gamma spectrum
The intensity of this radiation will he reduced, due to
the coincidence conditions imposed on the measurement. The reduction factor is approximately equal to
the inverse of the opening angle (in our system the
reduction factor is 155). Indeed, in practice, such gamma
rays are almost never observed.
b) correction for radiation of group <J
This group causes the energy dependence of (he
detection efficiency, as was already demonstrated. We
can take account of this effect by applying a correction
to the intensity of the theoretical spectrum of the incident particles (see sect. 2.2).
Moreover group G will yield a 511 keV gamma
spectrum in the case where positrons are being measured. Such a spectrum can he seen in fig. 7. superimposed on the beta continuum. We could correct the
experimental spectrum for this effect, but there is no
direct influence on end point measurements of energies
above 500 keV.
c) combination of groups B to F into a ne* group C''
The events in groups B to f" have comparable effects

on the response of ihe s\stem in a monoenergetic line.
the\ cause the Dal tail mi the low energv side <>f ihe line
I or that reason these five processes together can gencriillv he referred to as "hackscaltering".
I n c a m <iul Ihe combination of these five groups.
we first neglect the .ccondarv radiation < (see i,ih|c 2>
for group H This is justified because ihe interaction of
both 51 l-annihilalinn quanta in the (Je crystal is a rare
event < • Klf | as our crvstal is small Groups h u> I
now all have only one Ml-keV annihilation photon as
secondary radiation and although the origin of this
single 511 photon is different fur different groups. »c
will consider such a photon to he the seenndan radiation for group ( '.
Because the secondary spectra of groups H t are all
of ihe same shape (one 511 photon), the primarv radiation spectrum of group ( " i s now equal to the summation of the primary spectra of groups H to / . This new
primary radiation spectrum represents the distribution
of the energy deposited in the tie by "generalized
backscattvr events".
By these manipulations, each event can now he assigned in one of the two groups A and (". which stand
for "full energv peak" and "low energv tail" events
respectivelv (see fig. 2) Ihe characteristics of these two
groups are shown in table .1. in which /*, t h) represents
the probability that an event will occur in group (".
thus in (he tail. This probability is called the "backscatter fraction"
When the effect of group (» events is taken into
account bv means of an efficiency correction, the propc m of completeness yields:
/ ' , < £ ( + /•,

(t:\-\-

The shape of the pnmarv radiation spectrum of
group (" can he measured, or it can be calculated using
a Monte Carlo technique | 4 | As result a verv flat
distribution is obtained, extending from zero up to the
energy of the incoming panicle (as can be seen from fig
I >. Therefore the assumption is made that the primarv
radiation spectrum of group C" can he described bv a
completely uniform distribution. This approximation is
justified by the consideration that the exact structure of
the distribution is not very important, because details
will tend to smooth out due to the convolution If feels
on the calculation will he further minimized by the use
of some effective hackscatter fraction. This causes no
problems since P, ( E > may be determined by a calibration measurement. Another possibility is to fit Pl (/;)
simultaneously with other parameters during the data
analysis.
The three functions A(«,. «„>. A = b. < and </ mentioned in table 3 represent the response of the system to
annihilation radiation originating in the Cie crystal itself
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assumed in the calculations that all three spectra
A(<»,.(!„| have identical shapes. This shape is shown in
fig. 2c for Q, = I MeV (see also sect. .1.2.). The detection
probability PL. where k - b or i for the 511 ke\ photons depends on the position of the annihilation inside
the Cie crystal. This position, which relates to the distance which the panicle penetrated into the tie crystal,
is of course a function of energy In figs. 2a and 2b. the
resulting response function is drawn respectively for
electrons and for positrons of /: = 1 MeV.
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The energy distribution 7"( /V) of the hela particles
leaving the source is verv well known from the theory of
Jermi. The particles impinging on the tie exhibit, however, a somewhat different distribution, due to events of
group (i. These events remove particles out of iKdistribution, thereby causing an energy dependent efficiency for the system as a whole. To describe the
prohabihtv of events in group (i. /',< /. I. we did a rough
calculation of the scattering in the material in front of
(he (re crystal The result of this calculation indiulcs
that the efficients can be approximated bv ihe formula
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The parameters p anil q are two constants of the svstem
1 he efficientv corrected spectrum T'{E\ is then found
to he.
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CHANNEL NUMBER
Fig. 2. Response of I he t i c dvtecior to (Jl electrons and {ht

Sow evaluation of the convolution integral will vield
Ihe experimental spectrum:

positro-is, with an energy of I MeV. calculated with (he method
described in sett. 2.1. T h e tfM, curve (cl stum-, the assumed
response to 511 annihilation radiation, used l o correct

for

,S( n ) = / ' " T{ t: )| 4( h:. n ) * C ( /:.«. >1 d/;

summation effects.

It will be clear from the preceding section that:
or in (he surrounding material a, represents the measured energy of the beta particle without the summation
of the annihilation radiation taken into account: «,, is
(he particle energy vmh 511 summation included. It is

I h{a". a')i ( «'. n) d o ' iia' .

Table 3
Radiation spectra for the ivto groups of vvems that are used to describe the response function
i iroup .4
Primary radiation
Secondary radiations h

< iroup
/',
II

/: for a •• I
for a • t.

first Ml in tic
/>•",. '•„>
second Ml in Cie
((n,. a,,)
Ml from surroundings

and
for a < £.
0

for a > E

Parameters a' and a" are variables of integration
used in the evaluation of A and C: they represent the
energy which the particle deposits in the crysr-J utthoLt
the additional contributions of respectively the second
511 annihilation photon and both annihilation photons
Note that in the integral expression for A, the values for
Ph and Pt which occur in the description of functions b
and c, should both be evaluated at energy a", because
they relate to the annihilation of the same positron.
Because the annihilation radiation sums up to the particle energy, a(, (the energy with the summation uken
into account) will never be less than a, (the energy
before the summation). In integrals with a, as the variable of integration, the upper boundary can therefore he
taken equal to a(, instead of infinity.
By changing the order of the integrals:
S(a)=

f

(" V{a")b{a".

a')c{a'.

a) da

da"

+ fw[a") d(a". o) da".

f
ui

ENERGY
l-ig \ Illustration of the priH-cdure in distort the theoretjval
beta spectrum Kur\e A) t u r v e s B and P r*rhirestnl iht spectra
due respectively i*» evcnl*. in the full energ\ peak and in ihc li>w
encrgv tail After the summation of annihilation has been taken
inlo aLximnt. cur\es C and l : result The sum ol the last !«.*>
curses is the calculated experimental specirum shoun h\ curve

where

V( «")= r T( £)/>„(£)«(£- a") d£.

and

The physical meanings of V and W arc: I' is the
spectrum as caused by particles of which all energy is
absorbed by the crystal, and W is the spectrum originating from particles which have experienced a "generalized" backscaitering. The computer program BCONT.
which we developed to analyze our data, evaluates the
integrals for V and W in the calculation of the experimental spectrum. Of course V and W are only calculational aids. They are never really measured.
For electrons we can omit the convolutions with
annihilation radiation and directly add V and W:

For positrons, however, the convolutions with the annihilation radiation spectra have to be calculated prior
to the addition.
In fig. 3 the method followed is illustrated for the
case of positrons. Curve A represents the efficiency

corrected spectrum T'i £ ) From this spectrum one derives the spectra I'in) and H'( a} displayed h> curves B
and D. Both spectra are convoluted with the annihilation radiation as described above, resulting in cur\es (.'
and E respectively. Summing the last two curves leads
to the calculated experimental spectrum: curve F.

3. Application of the method
In the description of the wa\ to calculate an experimental spectrum we came upon several parameters,
some of which were constants of the system and others
which were related to the physical properties of the beta
radiation. The parameters are listed in (able 4.
The analysis consists of varying these parameters
until the best possible agreement is reached between the
expenmental data and the calculated experimental spectrum. The program BCONT written for this purpose
employs the nonlinear least squares fit routine E04GAF
out of the NAG library [12) of computer subroutines:
this routine uses the method of Marquardt to speed up
(he fitting process without loss of stability. BCONT
offers the possibility to determine for every single
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Table 4
]

p
'1

2

.1

4

sys

clih
clih

efficiency energy dependence iMc-V

firsiStl

I deleclion probabilities

fig A

second 511

| of annihilalmn

fig 4

svs

calc
call
chh

surroundings 1 radiation

5T

SVht

Cillf

parameters for the description of ihc

Kit

SVSl

talc

form of (he annihilation response

1 7K

sysl

chh

effective hackscailcr fraction

fig fi

svs
sys

/',(£>
fp((
qMl
/',

sys

'")

1144

energy al which efficiency - I) (MeV i

phys

end point

phys

branching ratio

phys

shape factor

II 4K

Parameters in the evaluation of a "calculated experimental spectrum" Vhe columns contain (from left t>> right I
(1) the symbolic notation for the parameter.
(2) the nature of the parameter: sysl = system constant and phys = parameter describing a ph\sicil propcm of the nuclei.
Ol the way in which the value of the parameter is obtained talc = determined b\ calculation and chh - determined in a calibration
nicasuremeni.
(4) a description of the parameter.
(5) an indication of the actual value, or (he number of (he figure which shows the parameter's energv dependence

parameter whether it has to be fitted, or should he kept
fixed at some predetermined value.
In performing the fit. one must he careful with the
determination of the weight that has to he attributed to
each data point, especially if the number of counts is
small. Because statistical data are distributed according
to Poisson's law, the weight, equal to the inverse of the
standard deviation, is given by the inverse of the square
root of the mean. If only one channel is considered, the
best estimate for this mean is the content of the channel
itself. Following these rules, too great a weight will he
attributed to a channel which has, due to statistical

fluctuations, a content that is somewhat smaller than
the real mean. Channels with a content that is somewhat loo large will have loo small weights assigned to
them. As a consequence, the fitted curve is drawn
through the data points too low. resulting in an end
point value which is loo small. For channel contents
above about 20 counts, the deviation of the fitted revalue from the real one will he small. But in measuring
weak sources, much lower channel contents will occur
near the end point. For these low contents the statistical
fluctuations are relatively large and the deviation can
become tens of keV.
We got around this difficulty by using the fit instead
of the data themselves for the determination of the
weights; a redetermination was earned out after each
iteration step. In this way the weight is determined, not
by one single data point, but by the neighboring data
points as well.
J.I. The backstaller fraction

5 MeV

Fig. 4. The SI I summation probabilities Ph and P, us a function
of energy. Ph refers to the scale at the right of the figure; P,
refers u> the left wale.

To account for the energy dependence of the effective hackscaller fraction /*,(£>. we introduced a number of backscatter coefficients instead of a functional
relation. These coefficients equal the backscatter fraction al 0. 1, 2 . . . . MeV. Intermediate values of f, ( £ )
are determined by linear interpolation.
Because the backscatter coefficients are hardly calculable, being effective coefficients, and since the efficiency correction is not calculated accurately, it is
evident that these parameters should be derived from a
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calibration measurement. We used for this purpose the
beta spectrum of '"CI. This 37 min activity can easily be
produced by irradiation of ammonium chloride with
slow neutrons; the beta end point energies and relative
intensities are known with sufficient accuracy. Using
this electron spectrum, we can forget about the convolutions with annihilation radiation. Fig. 5 shows measured
data together with the spectrum fit and the residuals.
The fitting was done with the energies and the branching ratios fixed, allowing the buck scalier coefficients
and the system constants for the efficiency curve to
vary.
The six data points, which represent the hackscatter
coefficient at 0, 1
5 MeV resulting from this fit.
have been plotted in fig. 6. The figure also shows
calculated curves for the contribution of true
backscattering. side-scattering and bremsslrahlung. as
well as for the sum of these curves. The data on the
backscattering were taken from the tables of Kuzmimkh
|I1J. the sidescattering curve was calculated with a simple Monte Carlo program written for this purpose and
the hremsstrahlung curve was obtained following the
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I ig (v The effective hackscalter frail ion I'he J j u pmnn n«uli
from the "VI fu nf fig 5 I urves art drawn foi i.n uuc
huckscatlcring. (hi sidese altering and U'l hrenissiruhluiit! .iwell a\ fur the sum af ihcsc three pimesses

method of estimation described b\ Kehfield |5| \ s can
be seen, the opening angle defined ru (he suniill.iioi
diaphragm is dimensioned so that there is harJK am
Mdescattenng helow 2 MeV. The overall picture is \cr\
similar to the results obtained b\ Kehlield |7| (his fig
51.
The hackscatter fraction reaches )IM)T when none .it
the particles deposits all its energ\ in (he gcrm-mium. a
particle has then a HKlT chance to cither undergo SXIIK.'
.sort of scattering, or most prohahlv. emit a hremsMrahlung pholnn which escapes from the cr\stul In that case
the total absorption peak vanishes and the response
functions of fig. 2 arc no longer valid The data measured under these circumstances can no longci he
analysed with the method described here This iinlnrtunale situation occurs in our svstem at energies ahovc ""
MeV. as can be inferred from the figure
l-or positron spectra the backscatter coefficients can
be derived from the electron coefficients b\ applving a
correction for the small difference between the
backscaltering of electrons and positrons. 1hc*c differences can be determined front the Ku/mmikh tables
.i..'. Ctirtcolution with unmhihltiim rtitiuitum
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20
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Fig. 5. Calibration of the spectrometer with the "VI twin
spectrum. The points represent the measured data, while the
drawn curve shows the result of the spectrum fit. In the tup
figure, the differences between the fit and the datu divided hs
the standard deviation of the data are plotted.

In principle the three spectra *!<»,. «„>. where k h.
< and il. which describe the detecto: response to annihilation radiation, have different shapes because of then
different origin. But the differences arc small Therefore, the calculation is done using onl\ one shape.
/?•,,,<«,. a,,t. which is shown in fig 2c It is assumed
that R v n can be described b\ a total absorption peak
represented b\ a Dirac delta function at cnergv <• • ^11
keV. and a Compton continuum uith a parabolic' shape
starting from energy n I'he peak to total ratio fptt. and
the minimum to minimum intensil\ ratio of the ( omp-
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ton block q511. are the parameters which characterize
Rsw They are system constants also and exhibit only u
slight energy dependence.
There is a difference between the intensities l\.
where k = h. c and d of the three spectra. The prohahility for 511-summation caused by annihilation in the
surrounding material Pu is taken to be 5%. independent
of the energy of the hela particle. Taking into account
the solid angle and the absolute photon detection efficiency, (he value for /', follows from the assumption
that the annihilation takes place some 5 mm from the
crystal. This length is a reasonable estimate of the mean
distance from the crystal surface to surrounding materials such us the detector hood and the wire chamber.
This kind of annihilation radiation has little influence
on the spectrum near the end point, as illustrated by fig.
The other two probabilities for 511-summation. /',,
and />,. describing the annihilation inside the C!e detector, can be proved to be dependent on the energy
deposited in the Ge crystal |10), This dependence is
shown in fig. 4: it was obtained running a Monte Carlo
computer program for the simulation of the behavior of
two Sll keV annihilation quanta in a Ge crystal. To
arrive at the correct 511 summation probabilities, we
had to run our Monte Carlo code with a somewhat
smaller diameter of the Cie crystal than the manufacturer specifics. This effective diameter of the Cie crystal
was defined by comparison of the measured absolute
photopeak efficiency to the calculated one. It followed
that the outermost edge of (he crystal is insensitive.
A fit for **Co obtained with the convolutions for
annihilation radiation carried out as described under
seel. 2.2. is shown in fig. 7. The agreement of (he

measured (J-value (14MI.<> keV) with the literature value
(1450.5 keV) indicates (hat the 511 convolution procedure is essentially correct.

4. Conclusion
To complete the description of the method of analysis, some consideration has to be given lo the errors,
which will affect the resulting end point value Because
the magnitude of the errors will van from one experiment to another, the values mentioned in ihe following
text are average values.
Kirst of all there will always he errors due to the least
squares procedure These errors are of a statistical nature, apart from an error made b> brejlmg off the
iteration procedure, which can always hi: made negligibly small. The program BCONT derives the statistical
uncertainty for the (J-valuc in the usual manner from
the coefficient of variance for the (Mulue. which can be
extracted from Ihe Jacobian matrix, calculated b> the In
procedure.
It is supposed ihat the shape of the calculated experimental spectrum is correct A measure for this is ihe
chi-squarc value of the fit which should approximate the
value of one. indicating that the errors are purely statistical. Because chi-square values below 2 are quite common, for electron as well as for positron spectra, errors
arising from a had functional description of the spectrum, although they are very difficult lo estimate, are
likely to be small. There seems to he no need lo use i
more sophisticated response function than the one piclured in fig. 2. This is the justification of the approximations introduced in section 2.1. to describe the response
function Of course statistical errors vary with the spectrum content, hut they usually are of the oider of I keV
(standard deviation).
In addition lo this error, there is the uncerlaintv
caused by the energy calibration. We calibrate our detector with gamma rays. The obtained gamma calibration is then convened into an electron calibration h\
taking account of the loss of energy an electron experiences in the source and in the wire chamber in front of
the detector. This energv loss varies with energy according to the Bethe-Bloch formula: however, the variations
are small above 500 keV and are neglected. The energy
loss in the source itself can be measured if conversion
lines are prevent in Ihe spectrum. However, if such lines
are absent a guess has to be made for the energy loss in
the source, based on preliminary experiments. This does
not improve the accuracy, hut Ihe situation is common
lo all beta spectrometers. The total calibration uncertainly is estimated lo he 3 keV in most cases.

CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig. 7. The measured positron spectrum of w f o together with
the fit result, which is represented by the drawn curve.

For positron spectra there is a third kind of error,
due lo Ihe convolutions with annihilation radiation.
Uncertainties in the 511 summation probabilities l\

introduce errors with a systematic character (10). By
varying the total 511 summation probability /'„„. we
found for the 5<1Co end point of 1.46 MeV:
3Q-value/8/»ull - - 6 . 6 keV|%] '
with P,M = 1 - (1 - PhH\ -P,)~ 25% at 1 MeV.
The value of PlM h determined by the effective area
of the germanium crystal. As mentioned before, this
area is not equal to the crystal surface. Besides, the
effective area is likely to vary with the depth in the
crystal of the point of annihilation, causing the energy
dependence of />„„. With regard to the positron (Avalue,
we can also expect some influence of the shape of the
spectrum /tM,(<>,. au). By the same argument as used
before on the energy distribution of backscaltcred particles, it will be clear that the end point values are not
very sensitive to the detailed shape of / i M , , as long as
the restriction is made that the center of gravity of Rsu
does not shift. When, for example, the maximum to
minimum ratio of the Compton distribution is changed
from the calculated value 1.78 to 1.00 (representing a
flat Compton continuum), the (Rvalue only shifts 2.6
keV. If, however, the center of gravity of the 511 response function is shifted, the fitted Q-vaiue reacts
strongly. For example, by leaving the total absorption
peak (of about 10% for 5<1Co) out of the ft,,, spectrum,
the end point is shifted 49 keV.
The conclusion must be that these convolutions with
511 annihilation radiation must be executed with great
care, using the correct energy dependence of the parameters involved, especially for end point values below 2
MeV, where the variations with energy are most pronounced. The errors in the calculated parameters which
describe the response to annihilation radiation are not
accurately known and therefore the error in the 511
convolution process is difficult to estimate. Based on
the experience we gained in measuring some known end

point values, however, an additional systematic emir ol
10 keV for positron spectra sei;ms reasonable.
In summarizing we may conclude that, in the energy
range from 0.5 to 7 MeV. ^-values fur electron spectra
can usually be determined with an accuracy better lhan
5 keV. while for positron spectra, an additional svslematic error of 10 keV has to be taken into account
The detection method described in this publication
thus compares favorably to the one employing a plastic
scintillator. For long-lived nuclei, our instiumcni is
almost as powerful as a magnetic beta spectrometer: but
for short-lived nuclei the hyper pure germanium detector is to be preferred.
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The end point energies of ft' -spectra show a systematic deviation from the .iciu.il value when measured »ilh snlid state particle
detectors. This deviation is caused by (he effect of summation <if annihilation photons. The summation has been examined in detail h\
a simulation of the behavior of 511 keV photons in the detector, using ,i Monte Carlo computer program The functioning of this
program has been checked hy careful measurement of the detector response lo gamma ravs. Conclusions could he drawn concerning
the effective crystal diameter. A method is described to calculate the effect of the summation on a beta spectrum, using the results uf
the simulation program. The procedure has been u.sed to analwc a measurement of the f'*Cie jt' -spectrum

1. Introduction
Throughout the history of nuclear physics the atomic
mass has always been one of the fundamental quantities
of interest. A mass measurement is the mosi direct way
lo study the Hamiltonian of a nucleus, because the mass
equals the energy eigen value of the nucleus in the
ground stale. Indeed the examination of data on masses
greatly contributed to the development of nuclear syslematies.
An important method for determining atomic masses
consists of the measurement of beta decay Q-values. For
stable or long lived nuclei, data obtained with magnetic
spectrometers have always been, and still are. very accurate and reliable. Nowadays, the field of investigation
has greatly expanded by the introduction of modern
accelerators since hy this, nuclei far from the line of
stability have become accessible. In general these nuclei
have short half-lives. Therefore O-value measurements
with a magnetic spectrometei fail; a magnetic spectrometer is a single channel instrument which requires a
long measuring time. The best way to measure the
Rvalue of short lived nuclei is by the use of hyper pure
germanium particle detectors. The decisive advantage of
these .spectrometers is the good energy resolution that
can be obtained. This can lead to an improvement by a
factor of 10 in the accuracy of the measured end point
energies, compared to end points determined with plastic scintillators. Additional advantages are the possibility of easy determination of the electron energy calibration by the use of gamma rays, and the simple handling
of hyper pure crystals where it concerns vacuum and
warming up, Up to now several of these kind of beta
spectrometers have been constructed and reported in
the literature (1-4).

A disadvantage of solid slate detectors is the inevitable occurrence of a large amount of scattering There
are always some edges and diaphragms in the system
from which the particles will be scattered. In addition,
particles will be back scattered frmn the germanium
itself. The production of bremvsirahlung inside the delector is another source of spectrum perturbation. Consequently, the measured spectra show the tendency lo
have the wrong curvature. Instead of the well known
theoretical convex bell shapes, straight lines or even
concave curves, which bent upwards towards lower energies, appear. However, although the .spectrum shapewill be disturbed, the end point determination is not
seriously affected, at least not for electron continua.
This is because, due to the above mentioned effects, the
electron has a chance to experience an energy loss and
therefore shifts in the spectrum to the left, away from
the end point. So. as long as a sufficient number of
electrons remains undisturbed, and this is usually the
case, the end point will still be directly observable (fig
la). If a correction to the shape of the continuum is
made to account for the perturbations, the derived
(J-values will be correct. To perform such a correction
the response function of the system must he used to
deconvolutc the measured spectra. A better technique
however, is lo convolute a theoretical beta spectrum
with the response function and adjust the result to the
measured data by variation of the parameters. In this
way excellent fits to the data have been obtained. The
response function is represented by a parametrized
function. The parameters can be determined in several
calibration measurements, using nuclides with well
known (J-values. or derived from a measured response
function |5-9|.
It seems obvious now to use this kind of spectrome-
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of their energy. This deposited energy is summed !<> (he
energy of the positron itself, resulting in a shift lo the
right in the spectrum, towards and pasl the end point.
The real end point will be obscured by these summation
events. A spurious end point appears instead at some
higher energy (fig. 1b) f 10}. The thus arising energy shift
has a systematic character. In order to avoid this systematic error, the phenomenon of 511 keV summation
deserves a very careful consideration.
The annihilation summation is investigated simpk
by calculating it. Section 2 describes a computer code
which calculates the distribution of the energy deposited
by a pair of annihilation quanta, depending on the
point of annihilation inside the Ge crystal. In section 3
is described how this computer code is used to calculate
the change of the positron energy by the annihilation
summation, in a realistic experimental situation, hnergv
dependent parameters are presented which characterize
the summed energy spectrum. Later on. in section 5.
where the procedure to correct the beta spectra for the
511 .summation is described, these parameters are used.
The computer code can be tested by comparing 511 keV
singles spectra, calculated with a slightly modified program, to measured spectra. This comparison which leads
lo a determination of the effective diameter of the (ie
crystal is described in section 4. The final test of the
whole correction procedure is described in section 6
where the analysis of the *"Ge continuum is presented

Z. The Monte Carlo code

—> ENERGY
Fig. 1. The perturbation of a beta spectrum. Fig. la shows the
effect of different fractions of backscattering on an electron
continuum; fig. Ib displays the spectrum shift caused by (he
summation of annihilation radiation. The numbers which label
the curves express the disturbing effects in percentages.

ter for the measurements of end point energies of the
short lived activities made in heavy-ion reactions. In
such accelerator experiments very neutron deficient
nuclei far from the line of beta stability are formed,
which disintegrate by ft*-emission. The positrons which
enter the detector system will be stopped and annihilated inside the germanium crystal. The majority of the
resulting 511 keV photon pairs will deposit a part or all

To examine the effect which the 511 summation has
on fi* -continua. the Monte Carlo routine ANN was
composed. This computer code calculates the energy
which is deposited in the germanium crystal by the two
511 photons. The interactions considered arc the C'ompton effect and the photoelectric effect.
The logical structure of the program is illustrated bv
the flow diagram in fig. 2. When the calculations are
started for a positron, some variables have to be set to
their initial value: the variable F.NDEP for example,
which holds the energy deposited by both 511 quanta, is
cleared and the photon counter N , u is set to the first
photon. The two annihilation quanta are emitted in
opposite directions. Under the assumption thai there is
no correlation between the direction of the positron
track and the direction along which the annihilation
photons are emitted, the program continues with the
random generation of this latter direction. Next the
coordinates keeping track of the position of the 511
photon in the crystal are set to the point where the
annihilation occurred, called the starling point.
The distance to the first interaction is determined by
generating a random number out of an exponential
distribution. The absorption of photons in matter is
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place on the element of the path | x. x + d »|.
[cm '] is. the linear absorption coefficient, due to the
C'omplon effect or to the photoeffect.
'"
is the chance on transmission through thickness v.
fid.t
is the chance on interaction on d«.
We can build a cumulative probability function /'( i •
/), which represents the probability for interaction between x = 0 and r = /. by integration

It can be proved quite generally that this cumulative
probability distribution P(x<l)
will always be uniform, whatever P(x) may be |11). So to generate a
random value RND for P( x < I). with the correct distribution, we can simply use a random generator «. nh a
uniform spectrum as is available in many computers To
get a random value for / which is distributed according
to P( x | we have to solve the equation:
RND = /><*</>.

for /. In the simple case of linear absorption
RND'=l - e
or

*'

e "'= 1 - R N D ' = RND and 1 = - - In(RND)
For the ii the cross sections are used from the tables of
Storm and Israel (12|.
In this way the distances to the next Compton interaction and to the next photoeffect are calculated. That
interaction is assumed to take place which has the
smallest distance. Knowing the distance, the position of
the interaction is calculated and checked for being
inside the crystal. If the 511 photon turns out to be still
inside the crystal, the kind of interaction is considered.
A photoeffect simply absorbs all energy, while a Compton interaction is handled by generating an energy loss
in a way analogous to the generation of interaction
distances.
The distribution to be used now is the one furnished
by the Klcin-Nishina theory. The required cumulative
probability function P{at <a'). which represents the
probability that the photon energy after the Compton
scattering is smaller than a', is obtained by integration:
Fig. 2. Flow diagram of the Monte Carlo routine ANN
described in the text.

described by the formula:
where
P(x)dx

is the probability that an interaction will take

+ U - 2 - - In ^
where a = hu/mac2 is the energy of the incident photon and a, = hu,/moc2
is the photon energy after
scattering. Of course a/a' = 1 + o(l - cos $); 6 is the

scalier angle. The normalization factor equals:
/•„= 4 +

2a:(l+a)
(l+2o)2

diaphragm

+2a)

A randomly generated value for the energy after
scattering, distributed according to the Klein- Nishina
theory is obtained by solving the equation:
10 mm

18 mrT>

for a', where RND is a random value oul of a uniform
distribution.
For the first Compton interaction which a 511 photon experiences, things can be simplified somewhat,
because the incoming energy a is known to be equal to
1. It is worthwhile in that case to select on forehand a
number of values (1000 in our case) for a' which all
have the same probability of occurrence. This is done by
a separate program PREANN. which stores iis results
on disk and which has to be run only once. An initial
phase of ANN reads the disk and puts the 1000 values
for a' in an array; for the first Compton interaction a
value for a' is now simply obtained by picking at
random a number from this array. By such a procedure
the compulation is speeded up a great deal. Together
with a much simpler form of the coordinate calculations, this forms the argument for the separate coding
of the first interaction. Now the time consuming solution of the equation with P(a, < a') has to be carried
oul only in the case of multiple Compton interaction,
but these events are relatively rare.
After the calculation of the change of energy has
been completed the scattering angle 8 can be deduced
and new direction cosines are calculated. Then again,
the distance to the next interaction is generated in the
way described above, the new position i.s checked to he
inside the crystal, etc.
Eventually the photon disappears either by absorption or by escape from the crystal, and the deposited
energy ENDEP is adjusted. If the photon counter N511
is equal to 1. the second photon remains to be done. In
that case the initial direction is reversed, the coordinates
are reset to the starting point and the whole procedure
is executed once more.
At the completion of this second photon the routine
returns the value of ENDEP to the calling program and
exits.

3. The summation calculation

l-'ig. .V Sv-.It/m of coordinates used in the cjlu/l.ih.'n n( I tic
photon paths inside a delecior

in the crystal at which annihilation occurev l o obtain
results thai show the correct energy dependence, it will
be necessary to lake the distribution of these starling
points into account, as existing in u real measurement
This distribution is determined by the position and
extension of the source. h\ the applied diaphragm. h\
the crystal dimensions and bv the positron energy The
calculation is done b\ generating a large number or
positrons, which leave the source from a random K
generated position with a random direction within the
opening angle of the diaphragm. For each positron the
point of annihilation is calculated neglecting the annihilation in flight and the emission of hremsstruhlung Due
to the small opening angle of the detector of about 10 .
all positrons with the same energy will be slopped and
experience annihilation at approximately the same de-
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Using the ANN routine described in section 2 the
distribution of the energy deposited in the crystal by the
annihilation photons is calculated for the actual configuration of the semiconductor beta spectrometer. The
greater the energy of the positron the greater the depth
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Pig 4. The calculated Sit summation probabilities/ Ml and f,lhl
as a function of energy; together with the parameter* / pll and
y M , describing the spectrum shape. (Arrows in ihe figure point
lo Ihe appropriate scale.)

plh in the germanium crystal, thus in the same r-plane
(fig. 3). We can simply convert the ^-coordinate of the
starting point into energy by making use of the positron
range in germanium. When we consider monoenergetic
positrons, the ---coordinate of the starting point can he
fixed at a predetermined value.
For each positron the ANN routine is called using
the starting point calculated in the way described. A
distribution of the deposited energy is obtained by
updating a spectrum histogram for each positron using
the value of the deposited energy from ANN.
To obtain spectra at a different positron energy the
procedure described above has to be repeated for a
different ;-value. Spectra of the deposited energy were
calculated at every integer value of r. expressed in mm.
from 0 up to 8. The spectra are characterized by a
number of parameters. In fig. 4 are plotted:
/,,, - the probability that an interaction of one or of
both 511 keV photons takes place, expressed per
photon. This is equal to half the same probability per positron, so 2/ S M is the probability for a
positron to experience some 511 summation.
AIM " l n e fraction of the number of summation events
in which both 511 photons have an interaction
inside the Ge crystal. So the probability of such
a double event is equal to 2 / M , / d h | per stopped
positron.
/ pll
peak-to-total ratio for the spectrum of individual
511 keV photons.
£>M, the top-to-bottom ratio of the Compion continuum of the individual photon spectrum.
/ p l l and C>M, describe the shape of the annihilation
spectrum while/,,, together with/ d w describes the intensity. As can be seen from fig. 4 these parameters are
energy dependent: the shape parameters show only a
slight variation, but An and especially / d h l display a
marked dependence. This dependence of / d h l on the
depth in the crystal of the point of annihilation is of
course obvious, since near the crystals edge, events in
which both the 511 photons interact, are highly improbable. This is a direct consequence of the directional
correlation of both photons.
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4,1. Introduction

Fig. 5. The " N a spectrum as measured with the Nal detector
(a) and with the germanium detector without application of the
coincidence and energy conditions (b). Requiring such conditions does greatly improve the shape of this last spectrum (c).

The functioning of the computer code is checked by
the comparison of a measured 511 keV singles spectrum
to a calculated one. The shape of such a singles spectrum is calculated by the program called SNGHPG. It
uses the crucial piece of the ANN code, i.e. the part
dealing with the behavior of photons inside the
germanium crystal. The differences are that in SNGHPG
there is of course only one photon present a time and

that the starting point of these photons lies in the
source, outside the Ge crystal. So the program sections
controlling the generation of the starting point of the
511 keV gamma ray and of the initial direction of
emission had to be adapted, but these simple codes can
easily be checked.

4. Experimental check

Concerning the measured singles spectra, it turned
out that photons which were scattered into the detector
by the surrounding material disturbed the spectrum
shape significantly, especially at lower energies. To avoid
the contribution from these scattered quanta, a well
defined photon beam had to be made. For this purpose
a small Nal crystal was placed opposite the Ge crystal.
The source emitting the photons of 5)1 keV. was
mounted in between these two detectors. Wnli this
"detector-source" combination a beam of 511 keV
quanta impinging on the Ge detector, could be neatly
defined.
4.2. Setup and measurement
For the 511 keV photon source we used " N a . which
disintegrates to " N e mainly by P' -emission. The : : N c
daughter nucleus de-excites through emission or a 1275
keV gamma ray. We used a " N a reference source with
a source strength of 37.6 ± 1.4 kBq. sandwiched between aluminium slabs with a thickness of 1.5 mm. l<>
be sure that all positrons would annihilate near the
source. The spectrum of "Na recorded with the Nal
crystal is shown in fig. 5a.
In fig. 5b the spectrum of " N a taken with the HPCie
is shown. The shape of the Compton continuum shows
a sleep rise towards lower energies due to scattered
photons of all kinds. This spectrum deformation will
hinder the comparison with the simulated spectra. To
eliminate these scattered photons as well as to diminish
accidental coincidences the conditions were imposed on
the measurement that the energy detected by the Nal
detector was within a small window around 511 keV.
and that the signals from the Nal detector and the
HPGe crystal were coincident. The spectrum measured
with the HPGe detector under these conditions is shown
in fig. 5c. One '.'an sec that the scattered photons have
disappeared, as well as the 1275 keV peak.
During the whole test experiment the distance between the source and the Nal crystal was kept fixed at
205.1 mm. resulting in a beam with an opening angle of
2.66°. We used a 3/4" x I" Nal crystal: the HPGe
crystal had a thickness of 10 mm and a radius of 4.HH
mm (the surface area is 75 mm 2 ). By changing the
distance between the HPGe detector and the
"source-Nal" combination the irradiated area on the
HPGe crystal surface can be varied. In this way the
efficiency of the central core of the crystal can he
compared with the efficiency of the outer parts. The

efficiency measurement was earned oui ai the source
distances listed in table 1. The largest distance is chosen
in such a way that the HP<ie crystal is about fulh
irradiated, under the assumption of a point source
The relative pholopcak efficiency of the (Je detector
is defined as the ratio of the contents of the MI keV
peak in the HPGe spectrum. ,VM, ( i r . to the contents oft
he same peak in the Nal spectrum. V M ,,,, This rain.
has to he corrected for the absorption due to the one
aluminium slab on the Ge detector side The efficients
so defined is exactly the one calculated b\ the simulation program. The measured efficiencies are mentioned
in table 1. They arc- also plotted in fig X. together uith
some curves which were calculated uith the simulation
program CNC'HPG. to he mentioned in section 4 5 The
errors in the measured efficiencies quoted in table 1 are
largely determined by the uncertaintv in the distance .if
the source to the germanium detector, which amounts tn
approximately 1 mm A version of SNGHPG equipped
with the absorption coefficients of Nal was run to
calculate the Nal efficiency resulting in a value of
19.6? The Nal efficiencv in the setup described was
measured to be I5.*J ? 0.6$. This result is somewhat
low. uhich might be explained h\ defects of the Sal
scintillalor crystal However, this discrepant\ does not
invalidate the conclusions to be drawn from the efficiency measurements, because the efficient is related
to the number of photons actuallv detected in the Nal
crystal, which number is unamhiguousK determined hv
counting.
4.J

The extension of the source, which is used during the
measurements, depends on the range of the positrons
The mean ft' -energy is about 250 keV which corresponds to a range of 0.45 mm in the lucite source
encapsulation. The effective source diameter was therefore about I mm. The area of the front of the HPGe
crystal, which is actually irradiated in the experiment, is
greater than the irradiated area corresponding to a point
source, and at the greatest distance it exceeds the cross
section of the crystal. The crystal is ovenrradiated under
these circumstances.
The influence of the source extension on the results
of the calculations is only small. On the average the
efficiency decreases 21 per mm increase in source diameter.

Table 1
Efficiency measurements for various source detector distances
Source to Ge distance (mm)
Measured efficiency (%)

41.5

6.1.1
.121 iO.tlfc

80. .1
: Kh * 11.05

wo:
2 SO « 0 0 4

4.4. Hack ground correction

50
The Nal energy window also contains a contribution
from the C'ompton ridge »>f the 1275 keV gamma ray.
Because "W.4^ of these gamma rays are coincideni with
a fi' . the number of counts in the 511 keV peak on the
HPGe side coincident with a C'ompton event of the
1275 keV gamma ray within the Nal energy window,
equals:

where iiilc is the solid angle of the CJe crystal seen from
the source. UOt = 0.5( 1 - cos <j> > with * the opening
angle of the beam, and ttic is the relative photopeak
efficiency f<ic = i S i M * / ^ , , N j . ^ U " N » l s l n e number
of Complon events due to the 1275 keV gamma inside
the Nal energy window.
After substitution of the numerical factors, the correction equals:

= -0.53(1 - c o s * ) .

^

I
60

/

k

This result in correction factors which are smaller than
1.003. Compared to the errors in the measured efficiency, the background correction is small and is therefore neglected.
4,5. Amsolropic beam
On closer inspection of the efficiencies calculated by
SNGHPCi it turned out to be necessary to lake account
of the anisotropy of the gamma beam. The gamma
beam as formed by the setup described in section 4.2 is
not isotropic because the photopcak efficiency of a
detector is somewhat higher for the central part than for
the outer regions. In fig. K this is illustrated for the
germanium detector by the slow rise of the curves
towards smaller radii; the more the irradiated area is
confined to the centre, the more the photons are detected in the photopeak. Thus photons impinging on the
Nal detector near the axis have a higher probability of
generating a photopeak count than photons which hit
the detector near the edge.
As a result the efficiencies calculated by SNGHPCi
are too low. especially when the irradiated area is large.
To take this effect into account the simulation program
was modified. The modified program CNCHPCJ first
calculates the effect of the coincident annihilation photon which enters the Nal detector and continues with
the calculation of the photon in the Ge detector only if
in the Nal detector a pholopeak event occurred.
4.6. Results and conclusion
The principal aim of the above described 511 keV
photopeak efficiency measurement is to test the com-

CHANNEL NUMBER
11(! <t 1hi-1 omplnn spectrum measured with a source distance
nf 41 S mm (drawn curve), shown together with the results .if
the simulation for crwal cross sections of 75, Wl and Su mnr

puter routine ANN.
In fig. t the Complon spectrum from the corf,
measured at the smallest distance, is compared to simulations using different crystal siz.es. A striking similarm
can be seen, independent of the crystal sue used for the
simulation. This is to be enpected because the C'ompton
continuum is largely determined by single interactions,
the chance on multiple interactions being small. As
determined b\ the geometrical conditions all these single
interactions take place inside the core area, and the
outer parts of the crystal do not participate in the
detection process. The conclusion must be that the
ANN routine is working satisfactorily, at least as far as
C'ompton interactions are concerned
Now the single Compton interaction being established to work well, the multiple interaction is also
expected to work well These multiple Compton interactions are very likely to be followed bv a photoelectric
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absorption, by which ihc event is counted in the total
absorption peak. 11 is therefore to be expected that the
photopeak efficiency is likewise correctly deduced from
the simulations. However this calculated phcunpeak efficiency turns out lo be much loo low. as is shown in
fig. 8.
To understand this discrepancy it is important to
realize that these photopeak events are not confined In
the central part, but that the constituent interactions
occur all over (he volume of the crystal The conclusion
must be thai the outer edge is less effective or even
insensitive. This could be the consequence of the process of manufacturing, or more probably the result of
the unfavorable diameter to thickness ratio of the crystal
This leads to a low electric field at the outer edge and
probably to a diminished collection of charge carriers
out of this region.
As can be inferred from fig. K the effective crystal
cross section will be 54 i 2 mnr. This means that the
ineffective skin will be 0.74 mm thick
In fig. 7 the C'onipton spectrum measured at the
largest distance, where the crystal will be over irradiated, is compared to the simulations it is easily deduced
from these data loo that the effective crystal surface
area will he between 50 and 60 mm' It is of course not
possible to deduce the outline of (he effective volume
from the measurements described. Not knowing the
effective cwss section of the crystal locally leads to an
increased uncertainty in the amount of 5)1 summation
at a specific positron energy, and therefore in the
deduced end point energies.

CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig. 7. The Compion spectrum measured with a source distance
of 100.2 mm (drawn curve*, shown together with the results of
the simulation for crystal cross sections of 7$, 60 and SO m m \

5. Beta spectrum calculation
A problem which remains to be discussed is how to
incorporate the data resulting from ANN into a beta
spectrum calculation. It is well known that the effect of
a certain response of the detector system on the spectrum is represented by a convolution integral
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Fig. 8. The measured relative photopeak efficiency as a function of the irradiated surface on the germanium detector (point
source assumption) logether with calculated curves for cross
section of 75, 60 and SO mm2 of the crystal.
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energy with which the positron is detected.
energy of the positron upon its entry into the
detector.
M{ E') the measured positron spectrum at energy £'.
the theoretical spectrum at energy E.
7"< £ )
R(E, E' ) the function describing the response of the
system to 511 summation,
Because the attention is focussed on summation effects
only, it is advantageous to write R as a function of the
amount of energy which has been summed S (the difference between the outgoing and incoming energy).

and or the initial positron energy
i = £" - f.

/l( £'.£•') = «„,,,(.V. /. )

If il is assumed that any efficiency correction fur the
detection system is incorporated into T{IC) then /<„,,,
must satisfy:

QW11EO)
.V170

Yl?0

If the positron experiences no 511 summation ai all its
energy will not he changed. The prohahility on such an
event is:

The process of convolution effectively acts onl\ on the
fraction 2/,,,, of the input spectrum, a fraction 1 2 t\tl
is left unchanged at its initial energy. The term 21.,,, will
he called the coupling fraction of the convolution The
response function could he determined from the measurement of a monoenergelic spectrum line;

M(

${ £ - #:•„)«„,„< V. I. ) d/:

In the ANN calculations, (he positrons arc considered lo be monoencrgetic because : is kept constant
Therefore, ihese calculations directly yield RH,:2 S°- l o
account for the Sll summation a convolution of the
theoretical spectrum with R,,,,, has to he done. However, lo take the energy dependence of K, u;; into account
a parametrized description for Ku,:: is needed. The
shape of K,,,;: as well as the coupling fraction to he
used depend on the positron energy
II is now templing lo derive ihe R),i:; response
function from a simpler function K, u < .V./; I. which
describes the response of the germanium detector to one
single Sll kcV photon created inside the crystal. This
Sll response function will not be very sensitive lo
energy, as is reflected by the relative constancy of /pM
and Qsu (fig. 4). The convolution of ftM, with itself will
yield K|,,2j. or by formula:

where S •= S" •» .S".
The coupling fraction for this convolution, being Ihe
probability on interaction of one 511 photon given the
interaction of the other one. is equal i o / l l w .

In fig. 4 is shown thai the mentioned coupling fractions
are energy dependent: /•,,, only slightly, but / dhl shows a
strong dependence. The result of Ihe two convolutions
on a fi' -spectrum as described above is already shown
in fig. Ib.
As shown in fig. 9 ihe function H MI is approximated

l-ig 1. The assumed response of (he germanium irvsl.il i<>
jn/lihildlinii radialum us used in the nirrei'tiiin fm the M l
sumniatum

by a total ahsorpuon peak in the form of a delta
function and a Cdnipton continuum described hs a
parabola, without the characteristic multiple scattering
The shape of /<,,, is controlled by the parameters {hn
and / p l l shown in fig. 4. As men(kwed earlier these
parameters depend slighlh on the positron energv /
Himwer. in the beta spectrum calculations we made the
approximation

and used the response function for sonic fixed input
energy /-.,, throughout the encrg\ interval considered
All these approomalions can be justified h\ the
argument that detailed structures of the response function will not show up in the results because they are
smoothed out by Ihe convolution process.
In a previous paper I*)] a method lo calculate the
combined effects of the $11 summation and the scatter
perturbations mentioned in Ihe introduction was treated
at length It was shown that the resulting perlurbed beta
spectrum cap be wrillen as the sum of two spectra V
and W. in the case of absence of the effects of annihilation radiation. Spectrum V is due to events in which the
panicle energy is completely absorbed. Spectrum W can
he thought to be caused by events in which a disturbing
effect, such as backscaliering. occurred. The modification lo be made for ft' -spectra, is lo perform the
convolution of V with Mw:! as described above, prior lo
the addition lo W The distorted beta spectrum calculated in this way is filled to the measured data b\
application of ihe method of variation of parameters
The computer program Bl'ONT performs these tasks
The coupling fractions, which are needed in the convolution, were calculated by the Monte Carlo program
described in section 3. using an effective crystal cross
section of 54 mm2. The parameters / r ,, and t>,M emerging from lliis calculation were then approximated b\
polynomials of the energy of respectively the second
and first degree. The coefficients of these polynomials
have been built into BC'ONT Values of Ihe parameters
/ M | and / Jh | corresponding lo integer values of the range
expressed in mm have also been built in. Using the

range- energy relation for Ge the value of these parameters for a specific energy is then obtained by linear
interpolation.

6. A lest spectrum
With the beta detector described in ref. (4] the fi' •
spectrum of '"'Ge was measured. The measured data is
shown in fig. 10 together with the spectrum which was
calculated using the final parameter values evolving
from the fit.
The spectrum shape is described very well, resulting
in a chi-square value of 1.0. The derived p-value is
2915 ± (3 + 10) keV. The first error quoted is of a
statistical nature. It is composed of a standard deviation
of 1.9 keV in the Q-value and an uncertainly m the
energy calibration which amounts, to 2 keV. The second

error quoted is due to the uncertain^ in the 511 summation and has u systerctlic character
This latter error is difficult to estimate Variation of
the effective crystal surface area leads t<i a change in the
derived end point energy of aboul I keV/mnv. This
would suggest that the systematic error is smaller than 2
keV. However, although the effective surface is well
defined, there may still be great deviations W a l k
Inspection of results from the ANN calculations shows
that the first interaction which an annihilation phmon
experiences in the crystal is tlosck confined to the
:-plane wherein the positron is slopped The cross section of such a plane may differ locally much more from
the average value than is suggested by the 2 mnr error
in the average cross section A more realistic estimation
of the systematic error in the end point energy, which is
based on experience gained in the analysis of contmua
with known end point energies, is 10 kcV.
Considering these errors the '"fie (Malue found i->
in agreement with the value of 2**2I.] ? 1 2 keV from
literature.
The final conclusion is that the method described in
this article constitutes a satisfactory correction for the
summation of annihilation radiation to /J' -spectra,
measured with solid stale devices, provided that the
specific summation characteristics of the crystal which
is used arc known sufficiently well.
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The //'-spectra of the neutron deficient indium nuclei, produced in the reaction
"•"Mol"'(). /'Mil have been measured using a solid slate beta detector, and mass separated sources. Values for Qu have been determined for " " """In and for '"~C d and
"'"Ag.
PACS: 29.30/•</; 27.60+ /; 3 5 . I O « R

I. Inlroduclion

2. Description of the Kxperiment

To measure the energy spectra of beta particles, emitted by short lived nuclei, solid state particle detectors
are used with advantage. Due to the excellent energy
resolution of these devices the beta decay end point
energy can be measured very precisely. To determine
the decay energy of short lived nuclei we constructed
u deled ion system [1J. that can be used in conjunction with the Leuven Isotope Separator On Line
(LISOL). For sufficiently intense /(-spectra it is usually possible to determine the end point energy with
an accuracy better than 20 keV. Compared to results
obtained with plastic scintillator spectrometers this
means an improvement of an order of magnitude.
In order lo attain this accuracy a properly designed
correction procedure is vital, as the measured spectra
will be seriously distorted by effects like backscattering, brcmsstrahlung escape and summation [2]. To
keep systematic errors small, it is crucial to have good
knowledge of the level scheme of the daughter nucleus.

The In isotopes studied have been produced by irradiating a target of natural molybdenum with '"<>
ions. The oxygen ion beam, generated In IIK- ( YCI.ONI-. cyclotron of l.ouvain la Neuve. Kelgium. had
an energy of 110 MeV. Tantalum foils were inserted
into the beam to degrade the energy lo a value at
which the production of the investigated nuclide was
al a maximum. The beam current varied between 0.5
and 1.5 uA during the experiment. The Mo target
is located inside the ion source of the I.ISOI [4]
isotope separatoi. so thai reaction products emerge
quickly from the target and are effectively ioni/ed.
Three of the mass separated ion beams can be used
simultaneously. The one with the lowest mass was
directed to (he tape transport system at which the
beta detector had been situated.
The beta detector [I J actually comprises three detectors. Reckoned from the source: a diaphragm
made out of plastic scintillation material, a small wire
chamber and the hyperpure germanium crystal. The
diaphragm detector is used to define the aperture of
the system. The wire chamber is incorporated to distinguish photons from the charged beta particles. In
order to allow measurements with short lived uuclides. using the tape transport system, a number of
changes with respect to the construction described
in [ I ] were made (see Fig. 11. To allow for the vacuum

The In mass region 105 - 108 was selected because
of the nearby shell closure for both neutrons and protons. Woutcrs et al. [3] reported a deviation of I MeV
between the experimental and the theoretical mass
value for " u In. This could indicate that the mass
formulae may show problems with the description
of shell closure effects.
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4. cryisiat. 5. phoionuilliphcr uilie. h. magnetic shielding. 7 light
guide. N. source implanted on the tape of the tape transport swem

pipe of the tape system, the single pholomulliplicr
lube, which was mounted on the symmetry axis, has
been replaced by four radially directed lubes. Because
of the increased aperture compared to the old setup,
a second scintillalor diaphragm between the wire
chamber and the germanium crystal is now necessary
Both the scintillator diaphragms are mounted onto
the same cross shaped light guide. This lucite light
guide is on its turn glued to the velronile board, used
for the construction of the wire chamber. Despite the
small dimensions of this integrated detector construction of 70*70*7 mm. space could be found on the
printed circuit board for a preamplifier and a high
voltage filter network.
We calibrated this revised detector system in the
usual way with 2ll7Bi conversion electrons and with
the tKC'l beta continuum. The efficiency of the wire
chamber is about 99%. The fraction of events in
which the detector only absorbs a part of the particle
energy is shown in Fig. 2. This partial absorption is
due to backscattcring and to escape of brcmsstrahlung photons from the detector. H the same figure
the detection efficiency of the system for beta panicles
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is shown. The energy dependence of this efficiencv
is caused by scattering of the particles in the materials
between source and detector. During the data analysis
a correction for this effect is applied.
The four UIHie spectra, which correspond to iImpossible stales of triggering of the wire chamber and
the scintillator diaphragm (sec Table II. can be measured simultaneously by means of the technique of
routing. We recorded only the last three spectra:
number two is representing the sought beta singles
spectrum, number three is needed to correct the beta
spectra for the summation of coincident gamma rays
and number four is furnishing the energy calibration.
To establish an accurate high energy calibration
point, a mixed Pu C" source was placed near the
detector [$]. Such a source emits quanta with the
accurately known energy of b.12917 MeV. following
the reaction 'Via.!!) ' " O I H
The POP 11 34 computer, used for the accumulation of the spectra, controlled the operation of the
tape system. While the measurement of one beta
source was in progress, the next source was formed
by accumulation of reaction products on the ulumin-
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ized mylar tape of the tape system. After the measurement time had elapsed the tape was transported to
place this new source in front of the detector, and
the accumulation of the next source started. The beta
detector operates properly only if the sources are confined to an area of 3 mm diameter centered on the
detector axis. Therefore we controlled the si/e of the
sources by means of a diaphragm with a 2.(1 mm
opening placed directly in from of the tape at the
source collection point. To allow the passage of as
many In nuclei as possible, the beam current measured onto this diaphragm was minimized by adjusting the beam focusing during opera!ion. After minimization about W% of the activity passed the diaphragm. To be sure that the sources are centered on
the axis, the tape is kept in position, both at the accumulation site and in front of the beta detector, by
means of a guideway milled into a piece of lucitt*.
During one run we measured the isotopes wilh masses
105. 106. 107 and 10K during respectively (\ 7. 2 and
3 h. The duration of the accumulation measurement
cycle was chosen to be a few times the half-life of
the nuclidc. The measured spectra, stored on lape.
were summed and analysed with the computer program BC'ONT on the mainframe computer of the
Delft University.
X Data Analysis
The data analysis is started by calculation of a theoretical spectrum shape. Where the beta spectrum is
composed of a number of branches, the required end
point energy differences and relative intensities are
taken from a level scheme. These branches are assumed to be of an allowed shape, unless shape parameters are known, as in the case of JM l'| for example.
To correct for the effect of partial absorption events,
as well as for the effect of summation of annihilation
radiation, this theoretical spectrum is convoluted with
the response function of the detector system [2]. The
continuum calculated in this way is fitted to the observed spectrum by variation of the total intensity
and the QH. using least squares techniques. In a
number of cases some relative intensities were fitted
too.
The treatment of statistical errors in this analysis
is standard [7J. Systematic errors contribute significantly to the total error. In the following, errors due
to the energy calibration, to summation effects and
to imperfections of the fit function are discussed.
The detector has been calibrated using /-rays from
the investigated nuclidc and from the external calibration source. We applied a correction for the small
non linearity of the calibration, resulting in an uncer-

tainty in the channel energy of less than 0.1 keV. The
main cause of uncertainty in the calibration is the
amount of energy which the beta particles loose in
penetrating the various entrance windows ( * 15 keV)
and in emerging from the tape (=t 10 ke\'|. This energy
loss depends on energy, according to the Uethe-Bloch
theory. Based on this formula, a correction has been
incorporated in the data analysis program. The magnitude of the energy loss, or the equivalent foil thickness, could be determined from the measured spectra,
thanks to the presence of some internal conversion
lines. Unfortunately these lines are rather wide and
of low intensity. Moreover a good deal of extrapolation is needed because the conversion lines are present
only in the low energy region where the energy dependence is strongest. All together the systematic uncertainty in the energy calibration is estimated l<> be
2kcV.
Another type of error is caused by summation
effects. It is not possible to exclude events in which
annihilation radiation or /-radiation in coincidence
with a beta particle is summed to the beta energy.
I-'or the effects of the latter type of summation a correction is applied, using the coincident gamma spectrum, the level scheme, and data on the detector efficiency. This correction seldom exceeds 5 keV and the
error in it is negligible. More important is the error
introduced by the summation of annihilation radiation. About 30" ii of all positrons experiences some
sort of 511 summation. Because the mean summed
energy is of the order of 200 keV. a shift of the end
point energy of 0.3*200= 60 keV is introduced. This
shift has a systematic character. Our correction procedure for this effect is described elsewhere | S j. To correct the spectra properly, the shape of the sensitive
volume of the germanium crystal should be known.
Because only the effective cross section is known, the
summation correction is approximate. Based on the
experience gained in the analysis of (<' -continua with
well known end point energies, the systematic ;u •
due to 511 summation is estimated to be less tluii
10 keV.
I inally. a systematic error occurs when a function
is fitted which deviats from the real spectrum shape,
lor example the fit function becomes imprecise when
wrong branching ratios or wrong levels in the daughter nucleus are used, or when the spectrum is not
properly corrected for effects of scattering. The remedy for the first cause consists in using an up to
dale level scheme. Small discrepancies can be eliminated by letting one or more branching ratios vary
in the fitting process, or by choosing other levels for
the beta branches. Errors may be introduced by the
circumstance that the continua. which originate from
different isobars in the decay chain, arc observed si-

multaneously. Low energetic continua will be overlapped by other beta spectra with higher end point
energies. The lower end point energies will be in error
when the model junction used for the high energetic
continuum deviats from reality. This is likely to be
the case exactly in the low energy region, because
of uncertain or unknown feedings to high energy levels in the daughter nucleus. In relevant cases an error
of 25 or 50 keV is estimated. It may be remarked
that similar errors stay unnoticed in the analysis of
spectra measured with plastic scinlillators because of
the worse energy response of such detectors. For the
spectrum with the highest end point energy the error
due to a wrong spectrum description usually is small.
An extensive study of the effects of scattering has been
described elsewhere [2]. The necessary corrections
were checked and calibrated with the measurements
of known spectra. All fits yield curves which follow
the data closely and with nearly ideal reduced chisquare values very close to 1.0. Therefore no large
errors are to be attributed to the scattering corrections.

4. Results and Discussion

In Fig. 3 the measured spectra are shown together
with the final spectrum Ills. To represent the spread
of the data correctly while avoiding an overcrowded
figure only every fifth data point is plotted. The results
are summari/ed in Table 2. The fifth column of this
table contains the error specification. The first error
quoted is statistical of character the second one is
the estimated systematic error due to an imperfect
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Fig. i. The measured beta spectra. Curves are shown for the total
fit and for ihc contributions of daughter activities where applicable
The tolal region used in the fits is marked by arrows
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Table 2. 1 inal results. In ihc error specification column the stalisncal erroj Mi and the svstcmalic eiroi i>vi arc denoted In the svstcmalii.
error a contribution of 2 KcV for the encrgv. calihralinn iinccrlainl) and ul MlkcV fur errors due in Ihc correction Im annihilation summation
should be added. The method b> winch Ihe literature values have been determined is listed in the lasi column scint-scinlillaiion detector.
reacl-reaclion energv measurement, matin-nia^neiic beta spectrometer
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description of the beta spectrum. For all results in
Table 2 the errors due to the energy calibration and
to an inaccurate correction for the summation of annihilation radiation are 2 and lOkeV respcclivcl).
The error quoted for Qu in the fourth column is
simply obtained by adding the squares of all systematic errors to the square of the statistical error.
(></</ I
107
Analysis of the gamma ray spectrum shows that no
' " V d is produced. Using the 8 beta branches from
[9] with the stated intensities and final state energies,
the Q-value and the total spectrum intensity have
been adjusted, yielding Ihe fit of Fig. 3c. The derived
decay energy agrees well with an earlier value (see
Table), but is far more precise. For this simple continuum it is possible to inspect the chi-squarc surface.
A large number of chi-squarc values were calculated
on a grid in the parameter space, centered around
the final parameter values. Curves of constant chisquarc. drawn on this grid, arc shown in Fig. 4. These
curves represent so called confidence contours, which
enclose areas, within which, with a known probability, the solution is to he found. In the present case
the 98% confidence contour is approximated by the
third curve counted from the center of Fig. 4. It follows that the statisiical uncertainty in the end pomi
energy is about 13 kcV. Because the 98% range corresponds to 4.7 standard deviations, an error of 2.8 keV
is found. This agrees with the value from Table 2.
which has been derived from the curvature matrix
calculated by the fit routine. Figure 4 nicely shows

Q VALUE

(ktV)

Kig.4. Confidence contours for the '" In fit. dra»n in the t « o dimensional parameter space Ihe mark in the middle of the figure
represeiils Ihe final result calculated In the fit routine I he chisquare values rel.ilmi; 10 the contours ranee from I.I.I? tot the
inner curve to 1 0 lor ihe outmost curve Ihc third contour fiont
the center encloses approximate!} '.he W n confidence area

the correlation between the two fit parameters, and
illustrates that the fit procedure succeeded well in locating the minimum. From the high regularity of the
curves it is apparent that no second minimum will
exist.
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Inspection of the gamma ray spectrum shows a contamination of the sources with 10S Cd. Some of this
activity is formed by decay of H>5 ln, but the major
production channel is the reaction Mo|"'(), 2/J.YMI
l0S
Cd. No l 0 S Ag contamination is observed because
of the long half life (41.3 days).
Because the In beta spectrum has the highest end
point energy this spectrum is analysed first. The necessary level scheme of " )S Cd was obtained from recent
work by the LISOL group on the l 0 S ln decay [10].
The large number of 30 beta branches enlisted there
was reduced to 5, by combination of branches lying
close in energy. The end point energy of a combination branch is equal to the mean end point energy
of the constituent branches, weighed with the branching ratios and the sum of these branching ratios is
taken to be the branching ratio of the combination
branch. The spectrum so constructed has been adjusted to the data in the energy region above the
Cd end point energy. To obtain a good Fit under these
circumstances the combined feeding of the four
strongly fed levels, lying around 800 keV had to be
reduced from the stated 19.5% to 4.6%. Because of
this unsatisfying Tit result we abandoned the combination technique and described the spectrum using the
full number of 30 branches. Then the nice result
shown by Fig. 3 a was obtained, without adjustment
of branching ratios. The Q-valuc differs appreciably
from the value of Woutcrs et al. Our value is much
more precise however and agrees with the value found
by Verplanekc et al. [10], Moreover it fits better with
the systematic trend of In decay energies as shown
in Fig. 8 on page 185 of [I I].

to analyze than the odd A spectra because of the
existence of a mctaslahlc state (3* I just above the
ground state (7 * I. This metastablc state decays mainlv
to the first 2' state of the even-even Cd daughter,
yielding a continuum with a high end point energy.
The ground state decays towards ft4 levels in the Cd
nucleus around 2.5 MeV, leading to continua with
a much lower end point energy. Because the In nuclei
are produced predominantly in their high spin ground
state, the beta spectrum shows a high intensity hump
at low energies, on top of a flat continuum of low
intensity. Due to the background from this low intensity continuum the result for the ground state decay
energy will be less accurate.

Once the In beta spectrum is analysed we proceed
with the analysis of the Cd continuum. During this
analysis it is essential to keep the parameters fur the
high energy In continuum fixed. Otherwise these indium continuum parameters will be changed during
the fitting of the Cd continuum, to compensate for
deviations existing in the energy region where both
continua overlap. It is not good practice to adjust
both the In and Cd spectrum parameters at the same
time, using the entire energy region. However, even
when the In continuum parameters arc kept fixed,
the Cd end point energy can still be seriously amiss
if the In spectrum shape is incorrectly reproduced
at lower energies.
The Cd beta spectrum can be described by only
one branch to the isomeric state in IO5 Ag at 25.5 kcV.
The deduced Cd Q-valuc compares very well with
a literature value, implicating the correctness of the
In beta spectrum.
even A
The spectra of the even A In nuclei arc more difficult

I (IS

The decay scheme from literature [12] has been used
to construct 21 beta branches with known intensity
ratio and final state energy. First the spectrum resulting from the decay of the metasiahle 3 ' level is analysed using only the high energy part of the /{-spectrum above 1.914 keV. In this way the (/-value of
the mctastable state is determined to be 5.149 keV
(see Table 2|. This value confirms the measurement
of Katoh ct al. [13]. but disagrees with the rather
high Filippone [14] value of 5.233 keV. which was
deduced from (/>. M| threshold measurements on
"'Vd.
A marked deviation of the data from the fined
curve is found below about 1.900 keV. This deviation
probably has to be ascribed to the decay ol the
ground state for it is of a substantial intensity compared to the intensity of the branches relating to the
isomcr decay. For the deviation an end point energy
of about 1.800 keV is estimated, which corresponds
with a final state energy in Cd of around 2.300 kcV.
Because no such level is fed according to [12]. w t
inserted a feeding to the 2.239 keV level. Furthermore
we left the 2.541 keV level out because the branching
ratio was reduced to 0.0 by the fit procedure. The
result of the adjustment of the intensity and the revalue, keeping the isomcr decay fixed, is shown i n
Fig. 3d. Again our result of 5.145 keV confirms the
value from Katoh et al. [13]. For the energy of ih c
isomcric state in IOKln the value of 4 ±31 keV is deduced, for which no recent literature value is avail,
able.
MM

The level scheme of ""'Cd has been used from refer,
encc [15]. First of all we determined the end poi h l
energy of the high energy part of the continuum a b o \ c
3,150 keV, which is due to the decay of the isomer.
The Q-valuc found is 6,563 ± 2 7 keV. The large slati s .
tical error arises because of the low intensity of thi s
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part of the continuum. Our value agrees with the literature values.
During the following analysis of the ground state
decay, the isomer decay parameters were kept fixed.
To obtain a good fit we had to adjust the feedings
to the levels around 2,500 keV from 29% as stated
in [15] into 4.5%. We obtain a Q-vtxluc which seems
to be somewhat low compared with a value from (p. n)
threshold measurements on '""C'd [14], The energy
of the isomeric level, which is deduced to be
85 + 42 keV, does not conflict with the value of
28.6 + 0.5 keV from [14], the errors considered.
The decay of '""Ag proceeds mainly through a
ground state transition (83%) and through a transition to the first excited level 116%) at 51 l.H5(!» kcV.
The presence of silver in our sources could therefore
not be inferred from the gamma ray spectrum. The
beta spectrum however docs show the existence of
some silver activity. Because '""C'd is stable this activity is not formed via the decay chain, but is entirely
due to direct production. We analysed the Ag part
of the continuum by using the two branches mentioned above and keeping the underlying In spectra
fixed. The result shows good agreement with literature values.

iif beta spectra as described here, can be
check on the decay schemes derived from ;:;iiiini;i r;i>
studies.
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ABSTRACT
The fi -spectra of neutron deficient nuclei with mass numbers
103 and 10k have been measured, using a semiconductor beta
spectrometer. Values for Q_ c have been deduced. The nuclei
were produced by on line mass separation of reaction products
formed by bombarding an enriched No target with Ne ions. The
In decay energy is in agreement with systematics, but the
decay energy of 104 In is much smaller than predicted,
possibly due to incompleteness of the adopted decay scheme of
lOl|
In. In addition, Q^-values for 1 0 3 Cd. 1 0 3 Ag. 1Ol|Ag and
D
Ag have been determined.

INTRODUCTION
Recent determinations of Q E C for the neutron deficient In isotopes
[1] show a discrepancy between the experimental value and values
obtained from systematics and theoretical mass formulae. Wapstra and
Audi assume in their 1985 mass adjustment that the values reported for
103
In and 1 ( W In are both about 800 keV low (ref. 8. see especially
figure 8 ) . It might be that the existing mass formulae are in error
near the closed neutron shell at N=40. To investigate whether the
observed trend is real, we remeasured the beta spectra of 3 In and
*In.
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2.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The beta spectrometer used [2] has been developed especially for
the measurement of fl -spectra emitted by short-lived isotopes. The
particle energy is determined with a hyperpure germanium crystal. A
small wire chamber in front of the HPGe detector is used in coincidence
mode to suppress the gamma background. Contamination of the p-spectra
by scattered positrons is suppressed by using the signal from a
diaphragm made out of scintillator plastic in anticoincidence mode.
Previous measurements [3] have shown that the beta decay end point
energy can be determined accurately under favorable conditions. To
attain this high accuracy, a properly designed correction procedure for
effects like backseattering, bremsstrahlung escape and summation of
annihilation quanta [4.5]. is vital. To extract the end point energy
from the measured spectrum without introducing systematic errors, a
good description of the shape of the spectrum is required. This
supposes that the decay is well known, including the relative feedings
of the levels in the daughter nucleus. The systematic error becomes
especially significant when spectra from several nuclides overlap. In
the case of a well known spectrum shape, only the systematic error due
to the correction for summation of annihilation photons remains. This
error is about 10 keV.
The indium nuclei to be investigated were produced by bombarding
an enriched
Mo target with Ne ions with an energy of 200 MeV. The
ion beam, with an intensity of about 1 uA, was obtained from the
CYCLONE cyclotron in Louvain-la-Neuve in Belgium. Tantalum degrader
foils were used to adjust the beam energy for optimal production. The
reaction products were on line mass separated and implanted into the
aluminum coated mylar tape of a tape transport system. The diameter of
the sources produced in this way was 2 mm. After a certain collection
time the sources were put in front of the p-spectrometer. The equipment
used and the measuring procedure have been described previously [2,3].
The measuring time for each source was divided up into six
consecutive time bins, in order to be able to derive separate beta
spectra for each nuclide in the data analysis. The spectra from these
time bins were stored on magnetic tape. The corresponding time bin
spectra from all sources were summed afterwards, so that six spectra
were obtained, describing the time dependence of the spectrum.
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3.

DATA ANALYSIS
The source contains in principle all isobars in the decay chain,
formed either by decay or directly via secondary reaction channels. The
experimental beta spectrum therefore is a composition of the beta
spectra of the various isobars. The first problem to be solved is to
obtain each isobar beta spectrum separately.
As each isobar spectrum is characterized by its decay time(s), the
time dependence of the total spectrum is described by the sum of k
exponential functions; with k equal to the number of decay times. Time
analysis of the six bin spectra yields, next to the decay times
themselves, the coefficients in front of the exponentials. These
coefficients are linear functions of the sought isobar spectrum
intensities, and, in addition, of the isobaric abundances at the moment
of source production. These abundances too are variables in the data
analysis, because their values are unknown as they depend on details of
the production process. In the simple case when each isobar has one
characteristic time constant, the number of variables per spectrum
channel is 2k (the number of isobar spectrum intensities • the number
of abundances), while the number of equations is only k (the number of
coefficients in front of the exponentials). Therefore the isobar
spectra can not be solved using the time decay only!
Complementary information is obtained from the T-spectrum. Gamma
spectra are recorded with the beta detector simultaneously with the
beta spectrum measurement, as described elsewhere [<(]. This assures
that the experimental conditions for the 0 and Y-spectrum are exactly
equal. Both the intensity of the gamma spectrum and the intensity of
the corresponding beta spectrum are proportional to the decay rate of
the isobar. The contents of gamma peaks, which are related to the
disintegration of one specific isobar, thus establishes a relative
measure for the intensity of the corresponding beta continuum. The six
time bin spectra, in this way, supply six different linear combinations
of the isobar beta spectra, with coefficients proportional to the
Intensities of peaks in the gamma spectra. The isobar spectra are
easily solved from this overdeterinined set of linear equations, using
standard least squares techniques.
For mass 103 three isobars occur in the decay chain. The
coefficients of proportionality for the three beta spectra were taken
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to be the contents of the gamma ray peaks of 188 keV for
In, 134 keV
for ^Cd and lU8 keV for *Ag. When the three components were solved,
the data fluctuated rather strongly. The separation was therefore
carried out only with respect to In and Cd, yielding these two spectra
contaminated with Ag, but with improved statistics. The silver
contamination does not influence the determination of the Cd and In end
point energies because the silver beta spectrum has a low energetic end
point. In the case of mass 104 we have three isobars, but, because of
m
the presence of
Ag, four half-lives and four beta continue. The
Cd spectrum has been left out of the analysis because the end point
energy of 470 keV is below the detector threshold of 500 keV. A
combined
Ag continuum can not be determined at once, because
the shape of such a spectrum is not constant in time as a consequence
of the isomeric state. Therefore a separation into the three continua
of 104 In, 104Ag and 104m Ag was done. In the set of equations, the
coefficients for In were taken proportional to the intensities of the
658 keV transition. For
Ag the 768 keV transition has been used, as
it occurs practically only in the decay of Ag. The coefficient for
n
Ag was derived from the total intensity of the 556 keV transition
IQjl

by subtraction of the contribution of
Ag. This contribution was
calculated from the intensity of the 766 keV transition, using level
scheme and detector efficiency data.
The two silver spectra, which result from the separation process,
show strong fluctuations. The fluctuations in one silver spectrum are
strongly correlated with those in the other spectrum, but have the
opposite sign. The separation process is successful in the separation
of a component with a short half-life (In) from one with a long half1nto
1nbm
life ( Ag •
Ag ), but the distribution of the counts for the
component with the long half life over two spectra is less good. This
is explained by the short measuring time per source, as compared to the
half-lives of the silver components involved. The S U B of both silver
continua presents a spectrum with considerably less spread of the data
points, and is used in the analysis.
The end point energies are derived from the individual isobar beta
spectra by fitting a spectrum function to the experimental data, using
standard nonlinear least squares procedures. The spectrum function is a
superposition of a number of beta branches of which the relative
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intensities

and energy differences are obtained from a level scheme. A

description

of the applied

technique and the errors involved can be

found elsewhere [3].

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The
in

beta continua resulting from the separation process described

the preceding section are shown in figure 1. For clarity only every

fourth or fifth data point is plotted.
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figure 1
Beta continua resulting from the separation operation. Fit
curves are drawn, and some partial spectra are shown. Arrows
mark the fit region.

As a check, the corresponding gamma singles spectra were subjected to
the same process of separation, see figure 2.
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figure 2
Gamma singles spectra resulting from the separation operation
described in the text. The peaks from the contaminant are
marked with arrows.

In figure 2a the 3 In spectrum contains no ^Cd lines and vice versa.
As expected, both spectra show a silver contamination, for the In
spectrum even with a negative intensity (see figure la). For mass
lQk
104+104m
4 Ag spectra are contaminated
shown in figure 2b the kIn and
with
Cd, although only very slightly in the case of
In. The peaks
at 9^5 and 625 keV turn out to be doublets, as is confirmed by gamma
ray studies.
The final results are summarized in table I. The error quoted in
the fifth column is separated into a statistic and a systematic part.
If continua with high and low end point energies overlap, the
determination of the end point energy of the low energetic component
usually is less accurate. In the relevant cases an additional
systematic error of 25 or 50 keV is estimated. Additional systematic
errors of 2 and 10 keV have to be incorporated for uncertainties
respectively in the calibration and in the annihilation summation
correction. The error quoted in column four is obtained by quadratic
addition of all errors.

TABLE I

EC

Error

Literature

energy
(keV)

(keV

st sy

Q-values
(keV)

Half End point
life
min.

Q

103

In

1.2

4641

6050*20

17 -

1Ui

Cd

7.3

3109

4131*11

*Ag

66

1601

2622*27

1.8

4294

7809

69

Ag

69

2012

4357*71

66 25

104mAg

34

2729

4306*24

22 -

1<J

[1]
[7]
[8]

scint
scint
syst

3 -

4190*160 [7]
4200*100 [19]

scint
scint

8 25

2700* 50 [11]
2590*100 [12]
2320* 50 [13]

magn
scint
scint

7260*250 [1]
7100*200 [14]
8000*200 [8]

4279* 4 [20]
4277* 10 [18]

scint
scint
syst
react
magn

4283* 15 [18]
4286* 4 [20]

magn
react

#

104

5380*200
5800*500
6200*300

Method
used

*
No proper error estimation because of uncertainties regarding
the decay (see text).
The error specification column gives the statistical lo error (st)
and the systematic error (sy). Contributions of 2 keV for the
energy
calibration
and of 10 keV for the correction for
annihilation summation should be added to the systematic error.
The error in the Q-value is the quadratic sum of all errors.
The way in which the literature values have been determined is
listed in the last column: scint - scintillation detector, react reaction energy measurement, magn - magnetic beta spectrometer,
syst - systematic value.

Indium 103
For the analysis of the
as

proposed

branching
absent,
spectrum,
been

by

Verplancke

ratios.
in

analogy

using

Beta
to

these

'in continuum, the level scheme of

et al. [6] has been used to determine the

feeding
the

*Cd

decay

to
of

(5/2)* levels was assumed to be
^In.

The

constructed beta

branching ratios and final state energies, has

adjusted to the data in the part of the spectrum indicated in the
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figures

by arrows, by varying the Q-value and the total intensity. The

nice

result

is

which

was

already

this
the

figure
value

shown in figure 2.a. The negative

^Ag contribution,

mentioned, causes the steep descent of the data in

below 1.5 MeV. The present Q E C differs significantly from

of Wouters et al. [1], obtained with a plastic scintillator

spectrometer,

but compares well with a value determined by Lhersonneau

et

al. [7] and with the systematic trend of In decay energies (Wapstra

et

al.

[8]). The present beta spectrum measurement strongly supports

the proposed

Cd level scheme below 2 MeV.

Cadmium and silver 103
The

Cd

intensities
described
data

and
in

above

Qc._-value,

beta spectrum was constructed by using the beta branch
final

state

[7]- This
1750

energies

up

to

an energy of 2 MeV as

spectrum has been fitted to the experimental

keV, thus well above the

Ag end point energy. Our

agrees with older literature values [7,9]. but is much more

precise.
Data

on

the

Ag

decay, extracted from the Table of Isotopes

[10], has been used to construct the beta continuum. This continuum has
been

fitted to the data in the energy range 1100-1750 keV, keeping the

parameters
lies

of

the Cd continuum fixed. The derived Q-^-value for

^Ag

between two older and less accurate values [11,12], and disagrees

with the value of Bahkru et al. [13].
Indium 104
From
energy

the

of

literature

In

4294i69

beta

keV

spectrum shown in figure l.c an end point

is derived.

The

In

decay

described in

exhibits a strong feeding to the first k* level in

Cd at

1

1^92

keV [9.I *,15]. which would imply a decay energy of 6808 keV. This

value

is inconsistent with the value of 8 MeV derived from systematics

[8]. In addition, if the ground state of

In is 7*. as is the case in

the neighbouring odd-odd nuclei, then it is likely that the 4* level in

iou
Cd
is

is

the

not fed at all. Another problem concerning this indium decay

huge

intensity

of

the

positron

spectrum in the low energy

region. This indicates a strong feeding to high energetic levels in the
Cd

nucleus, however no intense T-transitions which would correspond to

the
MeV.

deexcitation of such levels are found in the energy region up to 6
No

spectrum,

individual
so

branch

is

observed

clearly in the experimental

the number of levels fed by the decay will be large, and
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it is not unlikely that the so called pandemonium effect [16,17] plays
a role of importance. This effect is due to the existence of very many
f-transitions, each of which has an intensity below the threshold for
observation. Under such circumstances the intensity balance in a level
scheme based only on Y-ray measurements may be completely wrong. To
analyze the spectrum we somewhat arbitrarily assumed a feeding to the
6* level at 2493 keV mentioned in [15]. The beta spectrum shape can be
reproduced correctly from 2*400 keV up to the end point energy by the
assumption of two more branches with final state energies of 3166 and
3780 keV and with intensities of respectively 3.1 and 3.2 times the
intensity of the 2493 branch. The spectrum fit obtained in this way is
shown in figure I.e. The major part of the spectrum remains
unexplained. It must be due to a strong feeding of levels above 4 HeV.
Our Q EC ~value, as other literature Q-values for this nuclide. suffers
from this decay scheme fallacy, so that no sensible comparison is
possible.
Silver 104
The
Ag and
°Ag decay data have been taken from a recent
review paper [9]. The 104mAg beta spectrum was fitted to the
experimental data above I85O keV, varying Q_ c and the total spectrum
intensity. The result compares well with a value from Nutley et al.
[18], which was determined with a magnetic spectrometer. The 104Ag
spectrum was fitted to the data below 2080 keV, keeping the parameters
of the isomer decay fixed. The branching ratios to the three lowest
levels were varied, which resulted in the disappearance of the feeding
to the 2082 keV level. Around 1800 keV the data shows a hump, which can
not be described properly by the spectrum function we used. The Q-value
agrees however with literature values within the errors.

5.

CONCLUSION
Contrary to Wouters et al. [1], who found agreement between the
experimental and theoretical mass values for mass 104 and a
disagreement at mass 103. we find the agreement at mass 103 and a
deviation for mass 104. From our data it is apparent that the level
scheme of 104In, as it is known from literature, is incomplete. Very
likely, this accounts for the deviation at mass 104. Our conclusion is
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therefore that the theoretical mass values are correct in the indium
region down to at least mass 103•
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ABSTRACT
In the disintegration of atomic nuclei, electrons or positrons are
generally emitted. Measurement of the energy spectrum of these
particles provides information concerning the mass difference of the
atomic nucleus between initial and final state. Additionally data is
obtained on the level feedings of the daughter nucleus. Such data are
valuable in the construction and checking of level schemes.
This thesis describes the design, construction, testing and usage of a
detector for the accurate measurement of the mentioned beta spectra.
The heart of the detector system is a "hyper pure" germanium crystal,
with which the energy of the particles can be determined with great
precision. A small wire chamber is placed directly in front of the
crystal to suppress the disturbance of the shape of the beta spectrum
by Compton ridges of gamma radiation, which is simultaneously emitted.
Both kinds of radiation can be distinguished, because beta particles do
trigger the wire chamber, while photons do not. A diaphragm is placed
in front of and behind the wire chamber to suppress the effects of
scattering of the light beta particles as much as possible. To this
purpose, the diaphragm itself is made a detector by constructing it
from scintillation plastic and by coupling it with light guides to four
photomultiplier tubes. The ensemble of detectors is built together in a
space as small as a football, and is mounted into a cryostat as used
normally for Ge(Li) detectors. The complete detector system is easily
transportable.
The measured spectra are greatly distorted by the skewness of the
detector response function. During irradiation with monoenergetic
particles an intense tail is detected in addition to a peak at the
primary energy, extending between the peak and zero energy. This tail
arises because during the detection of the particle, some energy may
escape from the Qe crystal, by processes such as backscattering and the
generation of bremsstrahlung. When positrons are being measured,
however, some additional energy is absorbed in the crystal because the
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annihilation photons have an appreciable chance of being detected. All
these disturbances of the beta spectrum are corrected for during the
data analysis. Correction factors have been determined using computer
simulation techniques, as well as by measurements of beta spectra with
well known end point energies. The accuracy of the end point energy is
10-20 keV in favorable cases. This is a factor of 10 better than
comparable measurements using scintillation spectrometers.
To demonstrate the proper operation of the spectrometer a series of
measurements has been performed on neutron deficient indium nuclei far
from the line of beta stability. A reason for choosing this mass region
•tnti
was the deviation of the experimental value for the mass of
In from
theoretical values. The experiments were performed in Louvain-la-Neuve,
Belgium, in cooperation with the nuclear spectroscopy group of the
"Instituut voor Kern- en Stralingsfysika" from the "Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven". The indium nuclei have been produced using heavy
ion reactions followed by online mass separation of the reaction
products. The results for the masses 103-108 confirm systematics except
for
In where a faulty decay scheme probably is the cause of the
observed discrepancy.
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SAMENVATTING

Bij de desintegratie van atoomkernen worden in het algemeen electronen
of positronen uitgezonden. Meting van het energiespectrum van deze
deeltjes verschaft informatie betreffende het verschil in massa van de
atoomkern in begin en eind toestand. Bovendien kan informatie verkregen
worden over de voeding van niveaus in de dochterkern. Deze informatie
is nuttig bij het opstellen en controleren van niveauschema's.
In dit proefschrift wordt het ontwerp, de constructie, het testen en
het gebruik beschreven van een detector voor het meten van genoemde
betaspectra.
Het hart van de detector wordt gevormd door een "hyper pure" germanium
kristal, waarmee de energie van de deeltjes met grote precisie bepaald
kan worden. Vlak voor het kristal is een kleine dradenkamer geplaatst
om verstoring van de vorm van het betaspectrum door Coaptonruggen
tengevolge van eveneens uitgezonden gammastraling, te onderdukken.
Beide soorten straling kunnen onderscheiden worden omdat f, deeltjes de
dradenkamer wel aanslaan en fotonen niet. Voor en achter de dradenkamer
is een diafragma geplaatst teneinde de effecten van de verstrooiing van
de lichte beta deeltjes zoveel mogelijk te onderdrukken. Daartoe werd
van dit diafragma zelf een detector gemaakt door het te vervaardigen
van scintillatie plastic en via lichtgeleiders te koppelen aan vier
fotomultiplicator buizen. De verzameling van detectoren is samengebouwd
in een ruimte ter grootte van een voetbal, en is gemonteerd in een
cryostaat zoals normaal gebruikt wordt voor Ge(Li) detectoren. Het
detector systeem is gemakkelijk in zijn geheel te vervoeren.
De gemeten spectra worden in zeer belangrijke mate vervormd door de
asymetrische responsiefunctie van de detector. Bij bestraling met
monoënergetische beta deeltjes wordt, behalve een piek bij de primaire
energie, een intense "staart" waargenomen, die zich uitstrekt tussen de
piek en energie nul. Deze staart wordt veroorzaakt doordat tijdens de
detectie een gedeelte van de energie van het beta deeltje uit het
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kristal kan ontsnappen, door processen zoals terugstrooiing en de
generatie van remstraling. Bij de meting van positronen echter, wordt
extra energie in het kristal geabsorbeerd, omdat de annihilatie fotonen
een aanzienlijke kans maken ook gedetecteerd te worden. Voor deze
verstoringen van het gemeten spectrum wordt tijdens de data analyse
gecorrigeerd. Correctiefactoren werden bepaald met behulp van computer
simulatie technieken en via de meting van goed bekende beta spectra. De
totale meetfout in de eindpuntsenergie bedraagt in gunstige gevallen
slechts 10-20 keV. Dit is een factor 10 beter dan de nauwkeurigheid die
te bereiken
is in vergelijkbare metingen met behulp van
scintillatiespectrometers.
Teneinde de goede werking van de spectrometer te demonstreren is een
serie metingen verricht aan neutron-arme indium kernen ver van de
stabiliteitslijn. Een reden voor deze metingen was de sterk van de
theorie afwijkende massa van
In. De experimenten werden uitgevoerd
in Louvain-la-Neuve, België, in samenwerking met de spectroscopie groep
van het "Instituut voor Kern- en Stralingsfysika". De In kernen werden
geproduceerd via reacties met zware ionen, gevolgd door on-line
massaseparatie van de reactieproducten. De resultaten voor de massa's
103 tot en met 109 bevestigen de systematiek. De waargenomen afwijking
bij 104 In wordt waarschijnlijk veroorzaakt door fouten in het
niveauschema van 104In.
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